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Patriotism is not a phrase or a word or
a feeling, it is a permanent attitude we
are taking in life to be the basis for our
behavior and actions.
When we want to talk about the value of
our homeland, everything seems smaller,
and whatever we have or feel is humbled
by the greatness of this supreme value.
But how we express our patriotism and
belonging?
Certainly most of us would stand confused, unable to express, without being
aware that this beloved country is very
close to us, and its service is at hand
and easy to reach. It is our responsibility towards the society we live in, it’s to
protect our homeland from all that can
harm its environment and its safety. It’s
our commitment to the issues of our society and defending them and contribute
to their achievement.
The CSR concept is not something
strange was imported from the West.
But it is the core of our Islamic, Arab and
national values. We do not need to copy
a certain model or rules from the world
experiences in order to apply the CSR.
During 15 years of work in the field of
CSR I discovered that the concepts of
solidarity and interdependence in the
Islam, has all values of social responsibility. And that the Arab tradition inciting
ATD and the rescue of the needy is an
ideal representation of the essence of
CSR. And that the great heritage of the
Gulf countries is replete with honorable
tradition that other communities are
proud of and are seeking to reach.
The statement of His Excellency the
Prime Minister last year, “A State of
Social Responsibility” was an evidence
of the wise leadership’s commitment
towards our morals and values, and a
blatant expression of the deep understanding of CSR concepts and its relation
to the national sustainable development
as outlined in the Qatar National Vision
2030.
We thank our dear partners and CSR
leaders: officials, students, companies’
representatives and citizens, and we
invite them to greater solidarity and assistance to build together society members conscious of their responsibilities
towards their partners in the community
and convinced that these high concepts
stem from our history and our heritage,
not intrusive or foreign to us. And our
commitment to CSR is not to follow an
international trend only, but to practice
our national duty and ethical responsibility as a good citizen who cherish his
or her country seeking to maintain its
solidarity and develop its resources.
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Foreword

Qatar CSR report… the national book

Towards a new responsible generation in
the business sector
The Report reflected
that CSR culture in
Qatar is a lifestyle

Dr. Hassan Rashid Al-Derham, President of Qatar University

Responsible awareness of Qatar
University students was reflected
in several events, such as “green
life” campaign organized by the
communication committee and
supported by students of the college
of Business and Economics, with the
participation of Qatar CSR Network,
where students were encouraged
to adopt a healthy and sustainable
lifestyle, as part of the CSR activities,
which Qatar University is keen on.
Among the examples of Qatar
University’s support for CSR was
the Memorandum of Understanding
signed with King Saud University,
which has a rich history in this area,
represented by the CSR club and
program, an academic chair for
social responsibility, and other related

6
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initiatives, such as CSR scientific
researches and community service.
Both QU responsible students
and graduates, have enriched the
business community, and are a pride
for the university and its main asset
being the core wealth of the nation.
The university’s achievements over
the past years and its success in
supplying the business market and
the Qatari society with qualified
graduates, was a result of QU’s
efforts in educating students about
their social responsibility, to be CSR
ambassadors at their surrounding
environment and society.
The diversity of generations
manifested in the CSR Person of
the Year Award, proved that this

concept embodies a way of life in
Qatar on a larger scale. Starting with
HE Abdullah bin Hamad Al Attiyah,
with his capacity as Chairman of
the Administrative Control and
Transparency Authority in the first
edition, passing through to HE Sheikh
Joaan bin Hamad Al Thani, President,
Qatar Olympic Committee, in the
second edition, and HE Mr. Salah
bin Ghanim al-Ali, Minister of culture
and Sports, in the third edition of the
award.
The university could attract a record
number of public, private and
academic institutions, and major
embassies to contribute in the report
this year. An authentic evidence
of the report’s sustainability as the
National Book of CSR.
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Advisory Board

CBE

CSR is the finest measurement scale for economic
prosperity

CSR is the headline of our accomplishments

Responsible initiatives
are the pillars of our
strategy to achieve
future plans

Towards a better
selective approach
in addressing
development issues

Dr. Khalid Shams Al-Abdulqader, Dean, CBE, QU

HE Sheikha Athba Al-Thani, Advisory Board Chairperson

CSR related issues have had
outstanding attention since the
launching of Qatar CSR network. In
2016, the network continued its efforts
in this area, and urged companies to
do a thorough analysis of the role of
the network between the companies,
and the target audience, and touch
the effect of this role on the national
level.
Qatar CSR network is monitoring the
social aspect of the business sector;
focusing on the national development
initiatives commenced by the private
sector, as well as the provision of
awareness education services in
CSR.
A practical reading of those analyses,
featured a great deal of commitment
from the business sector in the
promotion and consolidation of a
CSR culture, and that had led to
increase the effectiveness of the
national mechanism to promote
the principles of human rights,
equality in employment, sustainable
development, and fighting corruption.

8
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The Network played a key role in
CSR related issues and stressed
the importance of CSR inclusion in
the strategic planning to achieve
sustainable development and
advancement of society, in order to
stimulate and coordinate the CSR
activities on a broader scale, and
work to ensure corporate commitment
to social responsibility and the
implementation of its programs in
accordance with the pillars of QNV
2030.
Qatar CSR encouraged the
emergence of new trends in the
public knowledge about CSR which
is enjoying increased attention
in selective approaches that are
addressing development issues.
In light of these facts, the network is
moving on in reviewing the national
activities and initiatives in the field of
sustainable development, in addition
to follow-up the emerging legislation
concerning CSR that should be
publicized to spread a common
belief that the corporate performance

towards the community represents
the optimal measurement tool of the
extent of their faith in the economic
and social stability as well.
Concerning field activities, the
network seeks to establish efficient
communications with companies,
institutions and stakeholders, to
support and boost CSR activities
through the development of training
programs and educational materials,
and provide advisory services,
support actions and programs related
to sustainable development.
As for research and analysis, the
network is working to increase
knowledge and awareness of the
CSR concept through data collection,
research and analysis. Qatar CSR
seeks to achieve recognition at the
national and international levels,
through the vital role it’s playing with
the business sector in promoting
sustainable development.

In the past year, CSR was one of
the headlines of the achievements
of CBE. It formed the pillars of our
strategy to achieve future plans which
are based on axes aimed at qualified
graduates, and provide new graduate
programs harmonized with the labor
market requirements which are
witnessing significant development in
this field.
The strategy also set clear goals
for involving students in the
research process and develop
their skills to identify the Key
Performance Indicators to measure
the achievement of these goals.
The strategy focused on holding
conferences that are relevant to local
and regional requirements.
The local community was responsibly
involved. The new strategy included
an expansion in leadership education
and applied courses, especially in
vital areas such as HCM, business
analysis, and project management.

The strategy focused on the
importance of strengthening the bond
with the alumni and the advisory
board, which include business
leaders’ community, through signing
MOUs with different corporations.

and to increase students’ knowledge
of the sustainability concept and to
identify the corporations that they can
communicate with in the sustainability
field in a simple way compatible with
their lifestyle.

CBE signed numerous MOUs with
a lot of governmental bodies and
private sector that take CSR as a
top priority, including QFC and the
«Big Four audit firms”, with the aim
of strengthening cooperation through
the development and implementation
of special training program in the tax
field awareness for CBE students.

The Entrepreneurs Land

Green life

In line with QNV 2030 for
development, creativity, innovation
and support of entrepreneurial
projects, CBE organized “The
Entrepreneurs Land” initiative which
included projects by college students
that explained the benefits of the
initiative, and its opportunities and
target market.

CBE organized the “green life”
campaign as part of “Qatar
Sustainability Week” initiative,
with more than 240 students. The
campaign aimed to motivate students
to be involved in sustainability-related
activities as part of their daily lives

Finally, we invite our dear students to
greater commitment to CSR issues,
and promise to provide full support
for their scientific projects and
researches under the supervision of
QU CSR committee in collaboration
with Qatar CSR network.

QatarCSR Report 2016
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Person of the Year

Salah Bin Ghanem Al-Ali… CSR Person of the Year

Towards Conscious
Society with a Sound
Spirit and Body

HE Salah bin Ghanem Al-Ali, Minister of Culture and Sports

Qatar University is honored to choose
HE Mr. Salah bin Ghanim al-Ali,
Minister of Culture and Sports, as
the CSR Person of the Year 2016 in
recognition of HE’s contribution to
inspire the young generation through
the achievements of the Ministry of
Culture and Sports that are based
on the ministry’s vision: “Towards
conscious society with a sound spirit
and body”.
This vision seeks to strengthen the
community and secure its intellectual,
psychological and aesthetic security,
so the culture becomes a safety
net while accomplishing a better
tomorrow, and, at the same time,
forming its own character that is
distinguished from other communities
and giving our country a significant
place within the civilized march of
nations.

Based on this vision, new cultural
centers were inaugurated with a new
approach towards cultural activities
allowing creative individuals of being
independent in managing their
affairs, in defending their causes
and while exposing their creative
products. The Centre for Theater
Affairs was established, in addition
to the «Civilized Conscience»
Center, the Music Affairs Centre,
the Cultural and Traditional Events
Center, and the Qatar Centre for
Poetry «Diwan Al Arab». All these
operational structures seek to
embrace intellectuals and influence
the community through the creation
of a public cultural opinion, and
to boost the creative movement
without tutelage on the creative
decision because the ministry’s role
at this stage is to put the overall

strategy, follow-up, help and provide
governance, and not taking the
executive role defined by Ministries
of Culture traditionally. The society
needs a quantum leap in the ministry
job itself, which is not to practice
monopoly on the cultural march, and
not to claim possession of culture,
but to provide the proper conditions
to build a national culture for
intellectuals and artists and help them
achieve progress of the society.
The ministry organized a series of
programs, projects, and cultural and
arts events included seminars and
lectures, festivals, celebrations and
participations in official occasions,
inside the country and abroad. In
addition to art galleries, printing of
new books, and translation of many
foreign books into Arabic, or Arabic
books into different languages.

HE Salah bin Ghanem Al-Ali
CSR Person of the Year 2016
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Supporting the book for a
positive impact on the society

The 27th Doha International Book
Fair has made a new step towards
giving the book its core value as the
source of information, the spark of
ideas, the platform of consciousness,
the protector of responsible minds,
and the solid backbone of behavior.
The exhibition has succeeded in
attracting Qatari writers, present their
creations and listen to their concerns
through the Forum of Qatari Writers
in order to get their rightful position in
the society as the symbolic treasure
and the engine of human revival
projects.
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The exhibition witnessed the
announcement of supporting the
publishing industry through five new
publishing houses that contribute to
promoting Qatari writers and their
intellectual products locally and
internationally.

Revival of the children’s theater
The theater is considered a
cornerstone in the transformation of
society and in improving its taste and
perception of the human existence,
the ministry has sought to activate
the role of theater in which the
establishment of the original role of
theater in contact with reality

and expressing people’s concerns
and aspirations of various theatrical
forms that respond to the artistic
elements of the theater without losing
the form of the realistic theatrical
content , which is launching a
promising theatrical march in Qatar
rising from the school theater.
“Our children on stage” event was
organized to demonstrate the value
of this approach that is building the
love of theater in children, and to
allow the fine-tuning of their talents
and expressing their views, feelings
and perceptions of their lives by
providing the appropriate theatrical
environment.

Al Majales Initiative

The Ministry of Culture and Sports
appreciates the essential role played
by Al Majales and praised their
effectiveness as central factor in the
development of society, as no culture
without an authentic atmosphere
allows it to flourish, proliferate and
raise the communication level with the
people and among them. Al Majales
are fertile places to strengthen the
personality and its ability to grow
and develop. The ministry worked on
valuing the seniorcitizens who have

spent decades to save the identity
of this social structure, they kept
it catered with all the discussions
raised within the Qatari society, and
cherished its development through
all the historical stages by promoting
our original values in the collective
conscience and by encouraging
of entrepreneurship among young
people.

Activating the youth
recommendations

Qatari youth forum came out with
many recommendations for the

youth sector the Minister of Culture
and Sports directed to work on
its implementation. One of the
most important was exploring the
possibility of having legislation for the
youth sector to accommodate youth
initiatives, and the establishment
of an advisory committee for youth
to maintain values of dialogue
and entrepreneurship to be the
representative voice of their
aspirations and projects, and prepare
them to become tomorrow’s capable
resources of social responsibility.

QatarCSR Report 2016
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Person of the Year
National Sports Day

The Ministry of Culture and Sports
enriched the society’s cumulative
experience in the celebration of
sports’ practice in various places.
Women participated in the sports
exercise, being half of the society,
and has a distinctive addition by
inserting education on sporting
values that reflect love, cooperation
and interdependence within the new
generation.
Today, sports facilities are available
to everybody so that every individual
can use them in the framework of a
wide community service that reflects
the state’s interest in sports and its

The National day

The National Day theme this year was
inspired by, the expressive power
of a poem verse “Mtoaeen Alsaieb”
(Beating the hardships) by the nation
founder Sheikh Jassim bin Mohamed
bin Thani (God bless his soul),
This poem has inspired the Qatari
youth to build their nation against all
difficulties. The National day this year
was evident in the hearts of the Qatari
people, demonstrated in the cohesion
of the Qatari society in support of the
Syrian people through “Alepo Labyh”
campaign which is defending the
oppressed humans.

14
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Expanding the social identity

Heritage is a major interest for
the Ministry of Culture and Sports
because it is a component of the
national identity and its maintenance
is the community’s duty.
Therefore; the ministry recognized
the supporters of “the coffee” and
the “Arab Majles” files at the World
Cultural Heritage List of the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO),
also participated in the launch of
“United for heritage” campaign, in
collaboration with Qatar Museums.

awareness of sports role in spreading
the noble values, and maintaining
physical and mental health of the
community.
Sports Day also reflected the diversity
of sports activities and not being
confined to competitive sports, but
to achieve the balance required with
the various kinds of sports practiced
by the community, and reflected
the endeavor towards brotherhood,
rapprochement and expressing the
national spirit. The two sports facilities
in Lusail and Al Attiyah stadium are
opened to the public which is a step
forward to promote community sport.

“Al Nadi Nadik” The club is
yours

The Ministry of Culture and Sports
in collaboration with all the Qatari
clubs launched a social campaign #
AlNadi_nadik to attract Qatari youth
and encouraging them to engage
in decision-making and community
participation at the sports level, and
urged them to take advantage of the
services and community programs
available in clubs to activate their
roles in the public societies within the
new policy and strategy adopted by
the local clubs.

Also, the ministry contributed with
Qatar Foundation for Education,
Science and Community
Development in the celebration of the
World Heritage Day, also published
numerous publications that deal with
heritage as the “folklore” magazine
and “the legal protection of cultural
heritage” book.
The ministry confirmed its faith in
the role of cultural partners, through
cooperation with various parties
in the promotion of the heritage
components in the community to
highlight the teamwork spirt in culture,
which is beneficial to all sectors of the
society.

QatarCSR Report 2016
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Government Partner

Social Responsibility of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs… Trans-boundary achievements
Progression and
protection of human
rights is a strategic
choice of the State of
Qatar

Doha International Center for Interfaith Dialogue,
Qatar’s approach giving priority to dialogue and
tolerance

HE Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al-Thani, the Minister

Qatar’s Responsibility

and protection of human rights,
including, for example, the issuance
of legislations regulating entry and
exit, and residence of expatriates.
These legislations enhance the legal
protection of the foreign workers
rights in accordance with international
standards and the agreements
signed by the government.

Among the most distinguished
issues undertaken by the ministry
in this regard, is supporting human,
family and children rights, reduction
of climate change, advancement of
education, empowerment of persons
with disabilities and special needs,
establishment of justice, equality and
transparency values, relief actions
and rehabilitation of refugees, cultural
diversity, food security, participation
in national events and other activities.

Freedom of religion and
conscience

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs
continued its leadership in CSR at
the local and international levels as
one of the most significant supporters
of humanitarian and development
initiatives including educational,
environmental, cultural, human rights
and relief activities.

Human rights… a strategic
choice

MOFA considers the promotion and
protection of human rights a strategic
option for Qatar, and works for its
establishment on solid foundations
at the national level, and through
regional and international efforts.
Qatar adopted several legislative
measures related to the promotion

Qatar has confirmed that the positive
exercise of the right to freedom of
“religion or belief”, and “of opinion
and expression,” can contribute to
the promotion of each other. And
Qatar is keen to adopt this approach
during the construction of the Doha
International Center for Interfaith
Dialogue efforts. This came in the
speech of Qatar at the 31st session
of the Human Rights Council under
the title “interactive dialogue with the
Special Rapporteur on freedom of
religion or belief”, where the State of
Qatar confirmed its commitment to
respond decisively to hate speech
and militancy, and extremism in all its
forms and sources, and to maintain
tolerance on violence, hatred,
fanaticism and contempt for religions
and their adherents.

Peace, justice and fairness

The Diplomatic Institute at
MOFA, in collaboration with the
National Committee for Education,
Science and Culture, “UNESCO
ambassadors” program, organized
at two secondary schools; “Shaimaa”
for females and “Ahmad bin Hanbal”
for males, with the participation of
22 male students and 15 female
students from different schools of
Qatar.
The program presented lectures on
peace, justice, equality concepts,
and the efforts of international
organizations in maintaining global
peace and security, and the role of
Qatar in that.
The program aims to give students
the necessary knowledge and skills
to represent the State of Qatar in
the forums at local, regional and
international events, and to spread
awareness of Qatar’s vital role in
the international field, particularly in
protecting peace and security, and
its outstanding role as a mediator
to defuse crisis. Also, to educate
the students about the tasks and
responsibilities of international and
regional organizations and their
mechanisms.

www.mofa.gov.qa
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Government Partner

Sports is a common language among peoples
and races

Sports Day

MOFA celebrated the national Sports
Day of Qatar for the sixth year in a
row. This reflects a national message
stressing the importance of sports
for everyone, and it’s a good culture
that should be promoted as a sign of
peace and co-existence between all
peoples.
More than 100 diplomatic missions
participated in the celebrations,
highlighting the importance and
uniqueness of this event, and that
sports is a common language
between all peoples and races and
sports’ culture promotes peace and
mutual dialogue among all.
The sports events Included social,
cultural and recreational activities,
believing in the role of sports
in raising a healthy generation,
harmonizing with QNV 2030, which
urged to invest in the human
resources through the creation of
a strong generation physically and
psychologically.
The ministry considers Sports
a universal physical language
combining people around the world,
and contributing to the integration of
cultures and learn about them. Based
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on this understanding, the ministry
directed all diplomatic and consular
missions abroad to organize suitable
events on the Sports Day, and deliver
a civilized message from Qatar to all
the communities.
The ministry believes that there
is a close relationship between
sports and diplomacy, and of the
important role of sports as a public
diplomacy, complementary to the
official one. Sports can strengthen
and consolidate relations between
countries for the benefit of their
peoples.
The ministry is aware that sports
missions since the early stages of
sports events, were considered
as mobile diplomatic missions,
consolidating the bonds of love
and peace among peoples when
differences disrupted official
channels of communication, and was
promising a new dawn for relations,
and that the origin of relations among
peoples are of communication and
harmony, based on that bonds
between states and nations shouldn’t
be interrupted by a passing summer
cloud in the sky of official relations.

The State of Qatar is aware of the
importance of sports in diplomacy
and its role in promoting relations
and strengthening ties and bonds
of brotherhood among peoples.
Over the past decades, the interest
of Qatar in sports is growing year
after year, through the large budgets
dedicated for its clubs and teams
that participate in regional and
international tournaments, and being
careful to provide the necessary
requirements to ascend the podium
and raise the flag of Qatar high in
regional and international events.
Qatar efforts were fruitful through the
organization of various regional and
continental championships, which
gave it the experience to compete
to host major sports events, until
Qatar won hosting the world’s largest
tournament, the FIFA World Cup finals
in 2022. Of course, the global event
is expected make Qatar a sports
destination frequented by sports and
Football fans from all over the world,
bringing sports, with its massive
popularity, to be in the diplomatic
service, to uphold high the name of
Qatar among other countries.

www.mofa.gov.qa
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Towards helping countries with conflicts as
much as we can due to circumstances

Social development

Qatar Development Fund signed a
grant agreement worth 50 million
US $ to contribute to the capital of
“live and living” fund established by
the Islamic Development Bank and
“Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation”.
The fund aims to provide soft loans
worth 2.5 billion US $ to the 30 least
developed countries among the bank
members. The project seeks also
to help the countries that are facing
conflicts.

Supporting People with
Disablities

Qatar has taken a number of

measures that ensure equal
participation of persons with
disabilities with others in all public
affairs of the country. The state
of Qatar has moved from welfare
approach to integrated rights-based
approach that allows disabled people
to actively participate in all means
of life including those related to
decision-making.
Qatar empowers persons
with disabilities to have equal
opportunities in public jobs with a
rate of 2% of these jobs at least.

Civil society

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs

organized an interactive
acquaintance meeting between civil
society organizations and social work
institutions in Qatar and their French
counterparts. The meeting focused
on discussing ways of knowledge
and technical expertise exchange in
the areas of humanitarian aid, and
promoting social work organizations
capabilities and create awareness
of the efforts made by national
organizations to serve community
development at home and abroad
in line with the efforts made by the
State of Qatar in accordance with the
overall plan to achieve Qatar National
Vision 2030.

www.mofa.gov.qa
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Government Partner

Girls’ right to have education in emergency
situations at the forefront of Qatar’s practical
actions
Arab Heritage Month

Consulate General of Qatar in
Houston, USA, participated in the
“Arab Heritage Month” organized by
the American Arab Cultural Center.
The Qatari pavilion displayed heritage
products and presented local cuisine,
and showcased the state and its
heritage and culture. The event was
attended by students and visitors
from Qatar and America.

Support of humanitarian efforts
Qatar confirmed that it will remain
a reliable partner in humanitarian
response efforts, a renewed
commitment to humanitarian action
based on the principles of neutrality
and impartiality. This came in the
statement of the State of Qatar
to the General Assembly of the
United Nations plenary meeting
on enhancing the coordination of
humanitarian and disaster relief aid
offered by the United Nations in
disaster situations, including special
economic assistance.

Girls’ education in emergencies

The Permanent Delegation of
the State of Qatar to the United
Nations organized a work session in
conjunction with Portugal, Norway,
Ford Foundation, and the Foundation
for Education above all, to highlight
“girls’ right to education in emergency
situations”. The target of the meeting
was to ensure that girls’ education
in emergency situations is at the
forefront of the commitments, and it
discussed the practical measures
that might emerge from the Istanbul
Summit for humanitarian work.

Care for orphans

Orphans Care Center “Dreimah”,
Qatar Development Fund, and
Welfare Association for Orphans in
Palestine, signed a Memorandum of
Understanding, in recognition of the
importance of supporting the bonds
of cooperation between the three
parties, to achieve the goals set forth
in the agreements related to human
rights and international conventions in
the fields of orphans’ care, especially,
concerning training, and skills’
development and support.

Winter Festival in Georgia

The Embassy of Qatar in Georgia
participated in the annual Winter
Festival, which was organized by the
Women International Association,
to support women, children and
their elderly who are at risk because
of poverty and poor health. And
Qatar pavilion at the festival
displayed heritage products and
Qatari local cuisine, which received
positive response from visitors. The
organizers of the festival expressed
their thanks and appreciation to the
Embassy of Qatar which is always
keen to participate in the annual
charity festival.

Labor Day

The Embassy of Qatar to the
People’s Republic of Bangladesh
participated in the popular march to
mark the International Labor Day in
the cities of Hatkanya and Lohagara
of Chittagong province, in the
presence of a member of the national
parliament of Chittagong and a
number of Bangladeshi officials, who
have expressed their thanks to Qatar

for the care and comfort received by
Bangladeshi workers care in the State
of Qatar.

Relief efforts for the Iraqi
people

Under the difficult circumstances
experienced by the brotherly Iraqi
people and the blockade suffered by
many Iraqi cities, Qatar presented
an amount of ten million dollars to
the Iraqi people. The State of Qatar
always stand with the Iraqi people
and try to alleviate their suffering, to
tackle the deteriorating humanitarian
situation in Iraq.

Blood Donation Campaign in
Greece

The Embassy of Qatar to Greece,
in collaboration with the Oncology
Hospital “Agi Anargiri”, organized
a blood donation campaign at the
Embassy in Athens, to help cover
the needs of cancer patients. The
campaign came in the context of
strengthening the role of humanitarian
action towards the Greek
community and in line with the social
responsibility of the embassy to
extend a helping hand to the sick and
provide them with blood units.

Giving back

The Embassy of Qatar to the People’s
Republic of Bangladesh, visited Qatar
Central Library at the International
Islamic University in “Shitagong”
which was established in 2003 at
the expense of Qatar, within a tour
around a number of orphanages and
Holy Quran schools in “Cox Bazar”, to
inspect the conditions and distribute
gifts to the children, who have
expressed their thanks to Qatar on its
charity efforts.
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Support and assistance to people affected by
natural disasters… Somalia Relief Campaign
Universal Children’s Day

The Embassy of Qatar to the
Republic of Hungary participated in
the Children’s Day, which was held
under the patronage of the Speaker
of the Hungarian Parliament, with
the participation of the diplomatic
missions and various civil society
institutions. The Qatari heritage
pavilion displayed heritage products
and Qatari cuisine, as well as a
presentation about Qatar’s heritage
and culture.

Putting an end to the human
trafficking phenomenon

Qatar confirmed that it will not
hesitate to continue its support for
any effort by the UN Security Council
to put an end to the human trafficking
phenomenon of in conflict-affected
areas, to achieve international peace
and security in the region and the
world. This came in a statement
by the State of Qatar during the
Ministerial open debate of the
Security Council on human trafficking
in conflicts.

Supporting poor families in
Djibouti

Qatar has provided aid worth of 50
thousand US $ for poor families in the
Republic of Djibouti during the holy
month of Ramadan.
The aid was through 800 food
baskets distributed to the Djiboutian
poor families in four provinces;
Oboukh, Tjorah, Ali Sobieh and
Arta. The Qatari Embassy in Djibouti
supervised the distribution of the
Ramadan aid at the four regions in
collaboration with Qatar Development
Fund, and in coordination with the
Ministry of State for Social Affairs
of Djibouti and the local authorities.

Djibouti families expressed their
thanks to Qatar for the generous
gesture.

Securing the return of a group
of Yemeni refugees to their
homeland

The Qatari Embassy in Djibouti
supervised a ship carrying a group
of returning Yemeni citizens stranded
in the Republic of Djibouti, in
coordination with the Embassy of the
Republic of Yemen, and the Djibouti
authorities. The returning Yemeni
Citizens from Djibouti, expressed
their sincere gratitude to the State of
Qatar on this humanitarian and noble
gesture.

Dialogue and cooperation
between cultures and religions

Qatar confirmed its commitment
to support all efforts aimed at
consolidating cooperation between
cultures, religions’ dialogue, and to
encourage a culture of peace in order
to ensure a better future for future
generations in and the peoples of
the world. This came in the statement
of Qatar in the General Assembly of
the United Nations plenary session in
New York on the “Culture of Peace”.

Iftar project (Pakistan)

The Embassy of Qatar to the Islamic
Republic of Pakistan held Iftar and
charity banquets in a number of
educational institutions and the public
hospital in the Pakistani capital,
“Islamabad” during the holy month
of Ramadan, where thousands of
students and families of low-income
and others benefited from the
project. The Iftar feast was held at
the International Islamic University
with the participation of about 2600
students and university professors,

and 3,000 people attended the Iftar
feasts in the Poly Clinic Hospital,
along with other educational
institutions in the outskirts of the
capital.

Iftar feasts (The Philippines)

The Embassy of Qatar to the Republic
of the Philippines organized daily
iftar feasts for about 260 people in
the holy month of Ramadan. The
embassy also organized Iftar feasts
at the Islamic brothers for orphans
society, and the Muslim women
prison in the capital, Manila.

China- Qatar Photo gallery

HE Ali bin Ghanem Al Hajri, Consul
General of Qatar at GuangzhouPeople’s Republic of China, attended
the opening of the China-Qatar photo
gallery of the Chinese cultural year
in 2016 at the Yunnan Museum of
Fine Arts. The event was organized in
cooperation with the Chinese Ministry
of Culture and Qatar Museums
Authority.

Somalia Relief Campaign by
Qatar

The Embassy of Qatar to the
Federal Republic of Somalia with the
delegation of Qatar Charity Society,
“Eid” Charity Foundation, and Sheikh
Thani bin Abdullah for Humanitarian
Services,
participated in the Qatari campaign
for the relief of Somalia and the
distribution of food aid to the various
affected families in “Baldwin” city,
central Somalia. The aim of the Qatari
campaign was to support and assist
about 200 thousand people affected
by the natural disasters that swept
entire parts of Somalia at a cost of 10
million QR.

www.mofa.gov.qa
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Flying hospital… A transboundary CSR
“Qatar makes vision”
Scholarships for the Comoros’
students

Qatar Fund for Development and
Qatar Charity signed an agreement
to grant four million QR to provide
college scholarships for 63 students
from the Republic of the Comoros,
including 33 students in the medical
field and 30 students in various
engineering disciplines; mechanical,
electronic, electrical, agricultural
and others. These scholarships
come as part of the growing to
development role played by the
State of Qatar in the Republic of the
Comoros since the Doha hosted in
2010, the conference of donors for
development and investment support
in the Comoros.

Providing electrical power in
Libya

Qatar signed a development fund
agreement aims to provide the
Libyan Republic two mobile energy
generator units with specialized
training courses for the local staff to
proceed the work and maintenance
of these units.

Multicultural Festival in
Australia

The Embassy of Qatar in Australia
participated in the annual National
Multicultural Festival, which was held
in the Australian capital “Canberra”.
The goal of the festival is to promote
cultural diversity and dialogue among
civilizations. The Qatari pavilion
contained a pictures gallery that
highlighted the culture, heritage
and contemporary life in Qatar, as
an introduction of the State of Qatar
and its people and rich culture. The
pavilion was also decorated with the
flags of Qatar and displayed heritage
products.

Culture and sports support in
Morocco

At ‘El Rachidia” Province, Kingdom
of Morocco, Two new projects out of
five were opened under the guidance
of His Highness Sheikh Tamim Bin
Hamad Al Thani, the Emir of Qatar
to support the socio-cultural, sports
and industrial sectors in the Kingdom
of Morocco, under the supervision
and implementation of the Special
Engineering Office. The first project is
a social, cultural and sports center, at
El Rachidia on 3650 square meters,
designed to accommodate young
people and develop their abilities to
contribute to the renaissance of the
society in various fields.

Qatari Heritage Photo Gallery in
Georgia
His Excellency Mr. Mubarak
bin Nasser Al Khalifa, Qatar’s
Ambassador to the Republic of
Georgia, inaugurated a photo gallery
for the Qatari artist “Dasman Kuwari”,
titled (Registration - 2), which is held
in “Tbilisi”under the sponsorship of
“Katara”.

Support of humanitarian
projects

Qatar Development Fund signed an
agreement with the humanitarian
funds of the Organization of
Islamic Cooperation. Through this
agreement, the humanitarian funds
receive financial support to create
skills development and economic
empowerment programs to OIC
Member States. The agreement aims
to support humanitarian projects
implemented by the humanitarian
funds in the OIC Member States,
especially in the most needy areas
and whose inhabitants suffer from
poverty and disease.

Qatar makes vision (the flying
hospital)

The new flying hospital was opened in
London, in the framework of the joint
initiative “Qatar makes vision” signed
between Qatar Development Fund,
and “Orbis” Foundation, to counter
blindness and eye diseases among
children in the developing and poor
countries. The new flying hospital
includes operation theaters equipped
with advanced 3D equipment and
technology allowing live broadcast
of operations and surgery around
the world, and featuring clinics,
emergency rooms, lecture hall and
remotely controlled beds of high
standards for children with eye
disease and at risk of blindness.

“Contemporary Art from Qatar”
in London
The Embassy of Qatar in the United
Kingdom attended the opening
ceremony of “Contemporary Art
from Qatar” exhibition, supported
by the Arts Council in England and
the Museums of Qatar, with the
participation of “18” young Qatari
artists and six filmmakers.

Qatari students support

Qatar’s Ambassador to the
Republic of Austria, the Permanent
Representative to the United Nations,
and the international organizations
in Vienna, Granted an appreciation
certificate for the students “Hassa
Sultan Al Suwaidi” and “Abdullah Ali
Al Kuwari” at “Georgetown - Qatar”
University in recognition of their
participation as interns within the
delegation of the State of Qatar to
the 60th General Conference of the
International Atomic Energy Agency
in Vienna, and for their contribution in
the communications and promotion
campaign for the nomination of Qatar
in the elections, which resulted in
winning membership of the IAEA
board of Governors.

www.mofa.gov.qa
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“Arab day”

HE Sheikh Mohammed bin
Abdulrahman Al Thani, Minister
of Foreign Affairs, opened the
celebrations of the “Arab day”
at Carleton University, Canada.
His Excellency toured around the
exhibition and was briefed on the
activities and the photos displayed.
President of Carleton University
expressed thanks and appreciation
to His Excellency the Foreign Minister
for opening the activities of the “Arab
day”, in a move that reflects the
interest of Qatar in education and
human resources development.

Cultural exchange

The Embassy of Qatar participated in
the annual multicultural celebrations
held by “Elgon Queen” Canadian
college with the participation of
more than 25 countries. During the
celebration, the Embassy introduced
the state of Qatar through a booth
included books about Qatar, models
of folklore, and a presentation of the
Gulf cuisine.
As the bilateral relations between
Qatar and Canada witness advanced
development on the political and
parliamentary level, relations in the
field of development and education,
trade and investment are increasing
as well. In addition to Qatar’s
generous contribution to the Global
Fund to eliminate AIDS, malaria and
tuberculosis.

Enhancing the Arab identity

The Embassy of Qatar in Canada
organized a roundtable included
the ambassadors of Arab countries
to Canada and members of the
Canadian Parliament of Arab origin.
During the meeting, they discussed
ways of enhancing joint Arab efforts
in Canada in light of the challenges
facing the Arab community, and
to deliver the Arab voice to reach
the Canadian forums, in addition to
consolidating Arab relations with the
Canadian Parliament.

Education Support

The Embassy of Qatar hosted in
the Canadian capital “Ottawa”, the
second Canadian/GCC meeting on
education, visas and students permits
issues. The Meeting brought together
ambassadors of the GCC countries,
the cultural attaches residents
and non-residents in Canada, and
Canadian senior officials from the
Department of Immigration and
Citizenship and the State Department.
The meeting discussed ways and
means to enhance cooperation
and coordination between the two
sides in the educational and cultural
field, to overcome the obstacles
that might hinder the GCC students
in Canada, in order to increase the
number of students and encourage
them to choose Canada as a study
destination.

Sheikh Hamad City Schools

The National Committee for the
reconstruction of the Gaza Strip,
opened schools at the city of His
Highness the Father Amir Sheikh
Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani, built at
Hamad City residential area southern
of Gaza Strip.
The State of Qatar provides all forms
of support to educational institutions
in Palestine, so that these schools
become a new beacon promoting
authentic Arab education despite the
difficult conditions.

Education Above All

The Embassy of Qatar to Canada
participated in the round-table
meeting, which was held at the
headquarters of the Canadian
Ministry of Social Affairs to explain the
“Education Above All” program with the
participation of “Education Above All”
Foundation and Canadian officials from
the departments of Foreign Affairs and
Development and International Trade
at the Ministry of Canadian international
affairs, in addition to representatives
from the General Secretariat of
the Cabinet of Canada. During the
meeting, the review highlighted the
achievements of “Education Above
All” Foundation through “Educate a
Child” and “Fakhura” programs, and
their role in building a global movement
contributes to the human, social and
economic development. Finally, the
Qatari and Canadian sides exchanged
views on ways to achieve mutual
cooperation.

Support of educational institutions in Palestine

www.mofa.gov.qa
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CSR at Qatar Media Corporation

HE Sheikh Hamad Bin Thamer Al-Thani, Chairman

In light of the growing global interest
in CSR and ascending awareness at
the local level in terms of commitment
to community service, Qatar Media
Corporation was involved in corporate
social responsibilities efforts in
various initiatives, programs, and
activities on the local level. These
initiatives aim to enhance community
development services through
sustainable development in the
country.

Cooperation with Qatar
University

QMC signed a media cooperation
agreement with Qatar University,
which targeted attracting talented
students from Qatar University to
work in the TV and radio channels
and television institution among other
mutual targets.
QMC is committed to develop
the skills and abilities of Qatar
University’s students at the
Information Department.
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HE Sheikh Abdulrahman Bin Hamad Al-Thani, CEO

It allows them to join its media
and organizational programs and
workshops throughout the year, and
offers the opportunity to have close
contact with media equipment and
modern studios under the supervision
of QMC professionals, in a stimulating
media environment.

Extraordinary Media Personality
HE Sheikh Hamad bin Thamer Al
Thani, Chairman of Qatar Media
Corporation opened “ Extraordinary
Media Personality “ exhibition in its
fifth edition, organized by the Media
Club at the Student Activities Center
at Qatar University on May 2016.

The aim of the exhibition is to
showcase the media talent of
students from the media department
in various disciplines. It’s also
an opportunity to learn about
employment opportunities in the
media market in Qatar, and a unique

opportunity for media students at
Qatar University to learn about the
labor market challenges, mingle with
media institutions’ representatives,
and discuss their projects and ideas
with journalists from various media
entities. The Exhibition also included
the public relations village which
highlighted CSR concept and the role
of the media institutions in QNV 2030
through seminars and workshops.
In addition to the presence and
participation of the various QMC’s
department managers in the
exhibition to share their experiences
and media expertise with the
students, radio and TV studios were
set up to provide an opportunity for
media students and exhibition visitors
to get acquainted with the radio and
television work mechanisms and
to encourage their enrollment and
involvement in the media field.
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Future Media Personality

QMC launched “Future Media
Personality” competition in the
framework of the National Day
celebrations, to establish a new
Qatari media generation. QMC
organized a workshop for male and
female participants at Al Jazeera
training center entitled “Young
announcer” and honored high
schools that won in the journalists’
team competition for producing a
full-fledged newspaper under the
media brand “The Future” at the
newspapers competition, which was
held within “Darb Al Saaie” activities.
This competition highlighted the
media skills of female students and
uncovered promising talents that will
contribute to have positive effects in
the media field in the future.
These competitions are not intended
to win as much as aimed at
discovering talented students and try
to direct them towards specialties that
suit their interests. One of the famous
winners of the earliest competition

became the firstfemale editor in chief
in Qatar.
The competition showed an
ascending trend in the performance
of the future female and male
journalists in terms of using right
Arabic language and the powerful
presentation and fine interaction,
spontaneity, presence and other
media skills which were available
in the contestants along with good
training and strong personality while
facing the public. Such competitions
have active role in discovering
creative talents and giving the
opportunity to uncover the inside
energies of the students, that would
benefit them and their society in the
future.

Support the Talented (Fasaha)
QMC launched through Qatar TV
“Fasaha” program which is one of
the distinctive cultural programs on
the Arabic screens. It is devoted
to attract attention to the Arabic
language and to highlight the
distinctive talents in this field.
The program aims to provide real
examples of talented young people

who have powerful presence on the
screen and have attributes of the
intellectual Arab who is proud of his
identity and belonging in front of his
community, his nation and the world.
The idea of the program is to discover
eloquence and cultural abilities and
skills of the contestant, including
consciousness, awareness, fluency,
and ability to express his personality,
wit, intelligence and quick response.
Qatari Zainab Mahmood won second
place in the program and received
an award of 300,000 QR while Syrian
contestant Mohammad Yassin Saleh
was crowned the first-place prize of
500,000 QR, and contestant Ghada
Tehemish fromTunisia won the third
place prize of 200,000 QR.
This was in the last episode of the
program, which began in March
2016 with the participation of 32
young men and women from the Arab
world, and they showed outstanding
linguistic, rhetorical and grammatical
skills and were chosen out of 700
persons who have applied for the
competition.

Partnership with “KidzMondo”

QMC signed a partnership contract
with “Kidzmondo Doha» The
education and recreation mini-city in
Qatar. The contract includes mutual
sponsorship agreement between the
two sides to provide education and
entertainment for the children with the
participation of many governmental
and private sector organizations.
QMC is seeking through this
participation to create an educational
and entertaining media environment,
at the same time to provide excellent
experience mixed with excitement
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and thrill for 2-14 years old children.
This experience depends on
professional activities and practices
within games, workshops and training
sessions in a realistic environment
representing various companies
and establishments based on the
principle of professions reality
simulation by using the children›s
physical and mental energies. This
experience will strengthen QMC’s
role in creative skills development, to
create a self-dependent generation,
armed with knowledge and
confidence and able to confront and
overcome challenges.

The partnership contributes to the
educational programs aimed at
community promotion and service,
maintaining direct communication
with the community and providing
opportunities for the media to
highlight the talents of children and
their development in a simplified
academic way.
This educational partnership is one
of the most important pillars for future
innovation to support our march
towards sustainable development set
forth in QNV 2030.
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Students Internship and
Recruitment Program

QMC received nearly students for
training and employment at its booth
in the joint annual Career Fair in the
Education City, hosted by Hamad bin
Khalifa University, member of Qatar
Foundation for Education, Science and
community development last year.
It was an opportunity for the institution
to communicate directly with students
and graduates from all universities
in the Education City who are media
job seekers. The latest available
job offers were presented to them
and they listened to a thorough
explanation about the enrollment
terms and mechanisms in the
corporation.

Cooperation with Qatar Cancer
Society

Through multiple partnerships with
various civil society organizations in
Qatar, QMC, represented by Qatar TV
launched regular media campaigns
in coordination and cooperation
with Qatar Cancer Society to raise
awareness among the citizens and
residents about fighting cancer and
the prevention measures it to reduce
its spread in the community. QMC,
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through its radio and television
channels covered many activities and
programs organized by Qatar Cancer
Society all over the year as part of its
media responsibility to the promote
the community health.

Cooperation with Qatar
Diabetes Association

At the same health media context,
and through the cooperation and
partnership with Qatar Diabetes
Association, QMC participated in the
World Diabetes Day by distributing
gifts for the children of diabetic
patients, in addition to the media
coverage of all events and activities
undertaken and carried out by
QDA throughout the year to raise
awareness of diabetes in the society.

in fundraising in collaboration with
Qatar Charity Society in support of
humanitarian and volunteer efforts in
Qatar and abroad.
For the third consecutive edition,
the Holy Quran Radio continues
supporting “competitors” program
due to the success achieved in
the previous two editions. Through
the coverage of the program funds
were raised to educate about 1,500
students from the Syrian refugees
in Lebanon, and to build 7 medical
clinics in Kyrgyzstan, for example.

«The Competitors» Radio
Program

In partnership with Qatar Charity,
the Holy Quran Radio, affiliate of
QMC launched the radio program
“Competitors” a program that
supports humanitarian and voluntary
work service among the youth.
The program is broadcasted
live each week where a group of
students from universities, community
colleges and academies, compete
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“Al Kass International Cup (Al
Kass U17)

“Al Kass” sports channels organized
the sixth edition of Al Kass
International Cup U17, as part of
its CSR mission. The tournament
has gained in the sixth edition an
established reputation and has
become a global powerful concerning
this age category. It’s organized in
collaboration with Qatar Football
Association (QFA), the Supreme
Committee for Delivery & Legacy,
and Aspire Zone Foundation with the
participation of 12 teams representing
the world’s different continents.
Hosting the U-17 Al Kass International
Cup is an episode of the preparation
for the World Cup in Qatar in 2022.
Also, it complements the successes
of this season after organizing
(Barcelona Vs. Al Ahly) match and
Italian Super match, which confirms
that Doha is always ready to receive
and organize various sports events.
The main goal of the tournament
is the preparations of Al Kass
Sports Channels to host the 2022
World Cup, and training of young
players, including Qataris, within
such friendly competitions to spread
sportsmanship among competitors
and audience as well.
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Investment in the young generation
is the most successful, because it
represents the future. In this sense,
the U-17 years International Cup is
a synonym for the World Cup, with
its international teams representing
different countries of the world.
Al Kass Cup reached a prestigious
position because it was born big
at the international level, gathering
strong teams from different
continents, and eventually become
an urgent requirement for many of
the world›s major teams that are
requesting to participate, especially
because of the ideal climate in Doha
during winter, one of the reasons for
the tournament’s success. Timing
is coordinated with all participating
clubs to suit everyone.

Al Kass Ramadan Football
Tournament

“Al Kass sports channels” believes
in its social responsibility, thus, in
the need to discover talents, and
embrace young people to develop
their talents and technical skills, and
provide all means for their success
and continuity. Al Kass channels
continue to organize the Ramadan
Tournament annually in collaboration

with Qatar Football Association
through a joint work team.
The tournament attracted huge
audience and enjoyed great success,
thanks to the new regulations that
have been introduced, which helped
develop better competition and
excellence, which resulted the huge
attendance, especially with giving
local players the opportunity, and
attracted the clubs to use their talents
in the teams.
Al Kass Ramadan Tournament plays
an important role in community
service and in educating the football
fans about the importance of exercise
in the holy month of Ramadan.
Al Kass Channels represent an
important part of the integrated vision
of the role of sports in development,
and serve as an information beacon
lighting up the way for all athletes,
and help achieve sports objectives
which aims to acclimatize the Qatari
nationals, physically, mentally and
psychologically to participate in the
historic national project; QNV 2030.
Organizing Ramadan Tournament
comes within Al Kass channels
keenness to always push the wheel of
sports even during the holy month of
Ramadan.
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Partnership between Al Kass
Sports Channels and The
International Centre for Sports
Security, ICSS

“Al Kass Sports Channels” has a
corporation agreement with The
International Centre for Sports
Security, ICSS that aimed at
cooperation and joining sports efforts
locally, regionally and globally,
and enrich the community through
various media activities in partnership
with “Save the Dream” program;
an initiative launched in 2012 in
collaboration between Qatar Olympic
Committee, the International Center,
and del Piero Foundation owned by
the famous Italian star Alessandro del
Piero.
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Under the agreement, Al Kass
Sports channels has become
«Media Partner»of the International
Centre for Sports, locally, regionally
and globally. Both parties work
together from Qatar to push the
sports movement forward, through
the promotion of integrity in sports,
maintaining the noble values of
sports, educating the community,
and take advantage of the sports
and football as a tool to empower
communities via “Save the Dream”,
the program that became a symbol of
integrity promotion in the sports, and
devotion to the authentic values and
the noble message of global sports.
The signing of this agreement is
a natural result of the important

role played by both institutions;
the International Centre as an
independent, non-profit global
organization based in Doha, which
is the international reference for
all aspects of integrity, safety and
security of sports in the world, and Al
Kass channels, a leader in the region
contributing to raise awareness of the
importance of sport and its integration
in the lives of all segments of society.
“Al Kass sports channels” confirms
that its target is not only to cover
different sports events from inside
the stadium, but also to promote
the culture of safe and fair sports by
focusing on the role of the channel
outside the court field.
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QU CSR Committee

Boosting the cerebral status of students

The Strategic Integration of Corporate Social
Responsibility: An Empirical Study on Qatari
Companies
We support applied
and practical
approach towards
CSR in the
educational process

Dr. Bader Al-Esmael, Head, CSR Committee - QU

Coping with the College of
Business and Economy large
increase in students’ numbers due
to the excellent reputation and
high efficiency of the university
graduates in the Qatari market, the
CSR committee in Qatar University
reinforced its initiatives in this area
taking advantage of the experience
accumulated over the past years.
The outputs of that experience
showed improvement in the cerebral
status of students in the field of CSR
year after year through the initiatives
put forward by the college over
the years which was culminated
in the students accession of
awards in national competitions on
entrepreneurship such as “It makes
the difference” campaign which
won first place in “The challenge
for a healthy life through sports´
competition, which have been
organized under the auspices of the
Supreme Committee of Delivery and
Legacy.

The CSR Committee is keen to
support applied and practical
approach towards CSR in the
educational process, where
students made several researches,
field projects and visits to several
institutions. On the other hand, some
faculty members invited specialists
in the field of CSR to deliver lectures
that helped students to understand
the practical side of this concept.
Numerous events were organized
in partnership with government and
private bodies. The Entrepreneurship
Center at the College of Business
and Economics organized with the
Ministry of Economy and Trade
represented by in the Directorate
of Business Development and
Investment promotion, a workshop
entitled “Financing Small and Medium
Enterprises and Entrepreneurship in
the GCC countries”.
“A weekend to launch projects”
program was organized by the

Entrepreneurship Center at the
College of Business and Economics
at Qatar University in collaboration
with Qatar Development Bank, due to
QU’s leadership in the field of CSR,
and to motivate students to engage in
pilot projects, and to explore the field
of entrepreneurship.
A workshop entitled “Global
Entrepreneurship Education” was
organized in cooperation with
the World Innovation Summit for
Education (WISE).
The manifestations of CSR were
evident in the event organized
by the College of Business and
Economics entitled “Global Village
of International Business”. The skills
of college students have emerged
in the CSR analysis of multinational
companies through a detailed study
on the extent of CSR impact on the
company’s success.
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Study

Study

The Strategic Integration of Corporate Social Responsibility:
An Empirical Study on Qatari Companies

Conducted By:
CSR Committee, Qatar
University

Supported by:
Qatar CSR Network

Corporate social responsibility is
a set of business practices, which
involve initiatives that benefit
society. A firm’s corporate social
responsibility (CSR), may include a
comprehensive array of tactics such
as charity donations, implementation
of ‘greener’, environmentally
friendly business operations, and
community participation. CSR is a
way for companies to give back to
society that can benefit not just the
public, but also the brand image and
reputation of the company.
Furthermore, it may even help a
company’s competitive advantage
along with improving employee
satisfaction. This study will highlight
the strategic integration of corporate
social responsibility and why CSR
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can be beneficial to a company’s
organizational performance.
Companies engage in CSR for a
variety of reasons. From branding
strategies to higher levels of public
engagement, companies will perform
CSR-related activities to meet their
needs. A 2012 study attempting to
understand company participation
in CSR practices discovered CSR
practices might originate from
companies that engage in greater
transformational leadership. “A
large-scale field survey of managers
reveals that firms with greater
transformational leadership are more
likely to engage in institutional CSR
practices, whereas transactional
leadership is not associated with
such practices” (Du, Swaen,
Lindgreen, & Sen, 2012, p. 155).
Transformational leadership involves

Good examples of companies with
high levels of CSR like Google and
Apple also have strong corporate
cultures and a high level of employee
satisfaction and loyalty.
Ghoul, Guedhami, & Kim (2016)
asserted that the benefits of CSR
and its correlation with organizational
structure and performance is
associated with better access to
bankrolling in nations with weaker
credit markets and equity, larger
investment and lesser default risk in
nations with more restricted business
autonomy, and lengthier trade credit

CSR Committee, Qatar University

Introduction

IF CSR practices derive from
transformational leadership, and
social exchange and identity
theory explain the level of trust and
identification in such actions, it
could explain why companies that
engaged in higher levels of CSR have
employees that are not only more
satisfied in their job, but also feel
more loyalty to the company.

period as well as higher future sales
growth in nations with weaker legal
institutions.

and customer satisfaction (Saeidi,
Sofian, Saeidi, Saeidi, & Saaeidi,
2015).

Therefore, from a logical perspective,
it makes sense for companies to
engage in CSR practice because
it will allow for greater expansion
and productivity not just from an
employee aspect, but also from an
investor aspect.

Indeed, CSR practices not only
increase the employee satisfaction
and loyalty, thus improving company
performance, but also improves
customer satisfaction. CSR practices
are a great way for any business
to improve their organizational
performance and stay connected to
their community.

Recent studies indicated that Qatari
companies are engaged in CSR
across different areas; focusing
on health, sports, education and
environment matters (Kirat, 2015, p.
438). This means that CSR practices
in Qatar are very welcomed by
companies and constitutes an
integral part of their strategies
and there is a need for assessing
effectiveness after implementation.
The positive effect of CSR on the
firm’s performance is derived from
the positive effect CSR has on
competitive advantage, reputation,

This study attempts to further
understand and measure the level of
adoption of CSR activities in Qatari
companies across different sectors.

CSR Committee (Qatar
University):
Dr. Bader E Al-Esmael
(Chair), Dr. Shatha Obeidat,
Dr. Dalia Farrag, Dr. Anas Al
Bakri, Heba S. Younis.

leaders working with subordinates
to recognize necessary change,
generating a vision to direct change
via inspiration, and implementing said
change in conjunction with dedicate
members of a team (Galbreath,
2009). If people within a firm
decide to adopt a transformational
leadership style, they will be more
likely to identify potential problems
in the company and act accordingly,
leading to creation of CSR practices.
This also lends credence to the idea
of social exchange and social identity
theory. “Social exchange and social
identity theory provide the foundation
for predictions that the primary
outcomes of CSR initiatives are
organizational trust and organizational
identification, which in turn affect AOC”
(Farooq, Payaud, Merunka, & ValetteFlorence, 2013, p. 563).
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Recent studies indicated
that Qatari companies are
engaged in CSR across
different areas; focusing on
health, sports, education
and environment matters
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CSR practices in Qatar are welcomed by companies and constitute an integral
part of their strategies

Methodology
Sampling and Data Collection

Data were collected from companies
located in different Qatari sectors. As
the most competitive economy in the
Middle East, Qatar is experiencing
rapid economic growth.
At the same time, more and more
companies in Qatar are engaged
in corporate social responsibility
activities. An initial study conducted
on companies located in Qatar has
shown the level of CSR activities
implemented in these companies is
promising (CSR Report, 2015).
Moreover, there is increased
emphasis placed by the Qatari
government to enforce CSR by
companies that operate in Qatar.
Accordingly, Qatar is a rich research
setting to study the strategic
integration of CSR activities and
their influence on organizational
performance. The selected
companies in this study represent
different sectors in Qatar, such as
oil and gas, financing and banking,
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building and construction, and
education sector.
The study relied on quota sampling
and identified companies from
10 sectors in Qatar. The selected
companies satisfy the two conditions
in order to ensure that appropriate
respondents were included in this
study.
First, only Qatari companies with CSR
activities were considered for the
purpose of this study. In particular,
those companies listed in CSR Qatar
records are only selected. A total of
100 companies were identified. Those
companies represented the sample
of this study.

Data Collection

The data was collected via a
questionnaire survey targeted at 100
companies from different sectors.
Those companies were initially
contacted via telephone by trained
research assistant to solicit their
cooperation and to verify key
informants for this study.

In particular, the questionnaire
targeted senior managers (mainly
the senior manager in charge of
CSR activities) who are part of the
strategic planning team and have an
intimate knowledge of the company`s
CSR initiates.
Through initial telephone contacts,
we received 75 initial agreement
to participate in the study. Then,
the questionnaire link was sent to
them via email. In the last stage,
respondents were contacted again
via a phone call in order to follow up
with them and to make sure that they
have completed the questionnaire. Of
the 75 who agreed to participate, 54
respondents actually completed the
questionnaire, resulting in an effective
response rate of 54%.
After eliminating incomplete
responses with extensive missing
values, a total of 50 usable
questionnaires were obtained.
The overall response rate, after
eliminating incomplete responses,
was 50%.
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Measures
Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR). This study adopted the same
measurement of CSR employed
by Turker (2009). In this scale,
seven dimensions for CSR were
identified, as follows: CSR to
employees, CSR to customers, SCR
to government, CSR to society, CSR
to the natural environment, CSR to
the future generations, and CSR to
Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs). The responsibility of these
stakeholders were integrated into the
CSR scale.
The study relied on 20 items to
measure CSR in this study. In
particular, 3 items were used to
measure CSR to employees, for
example, “Our company supports
employees who want to acquire
additional education”. 3 items
were used for measuring CSR to
customers, example of an item
used “Our company provides full
and accurate information about
its products to its customers”. 2
items were used to measure CSR to
government, an example of items
used “Our company complies with
legal regulations completely and
promptly”. Also, 3 items were used to
measure CSR to the society, like “Our
company contributes to campaigns
and projects that promote the wellbeing of the society”.
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Moreover, 3 items were used
to measure CSR to the natural
environment, an example of items
used “Our company participates in
activities which aim to protect and
improve the quality of the natural
environment”.
Another 3 items were used for
measuring CSR to the future
generations, like “Our company
makes investment to create a better
life for future generations”.
Finally, 3 items were used to measure
CSR to the NGOs, an example of
items used “Our company makes
sufficient monetary contributions to
charities”.
Organizational Performance. This
study relied on perceived measures
of organizational performance.
A set of measures for measuring
organizational performance were
used. The scale for measuring
organizational performance was
adopted from previous studies (e.g.
Khandwalla,1977; Rettab et al.,
2009).
In particular, respondents were asked
to provide their perception regarding
the extent their company were able
to achieve the following performance
indicators compared with others

in the industry: productivity, sales,
profitability, revenue, and market
share price.

Towards community empowerment and capacity building

CSR Strategic Integration. The level
of strategic integration of CSR was
measured using two types of items.
First, categorical items were used
whereby respondents were asked if
their companies have formal mission
statement, formal corporate strategy,
and formal CSR strategy.
Respondents were asked to answer
these categorical questions as
follows: (1) Yes, (2) No, or (3) not
aware. Then, respondents were
asked to respond to 5 scale items
which measures the level of CSR
strategic integration in the company.
The five-point Likert scale was
adopted from Swink et al. (2007)
but was modified to fit the purpose
of this study. The following item was
used “Corporate social responsibility
initiatives are well aligned with
corporate strategy”.
Categorical variables. A set of control
variables were used as control
variables in the analysis, as follows:
company origin, company sector,
company size, company ownership,
and the industry within which the
company operates.
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Analysis and Findings

Qatar has put in
place advanced
health systems
that meet the
highest global
standards

Profile of Sampled Companies

The current study aims at
investigating the level of adoption
of different CSR activities at Qatari
companies. Moreover, it aims
examine the level of strategic
integration of CSR and its influence
on organizational performance.
The table below (Table 1) provides
description of companies under
investigation. In particular, it provides
information about company sectors
and the industry within which it
operates, company origin, and the
size and ownership structure of the
company.
As can be seen from table 1, the
majority of companies are large sized
employing more than 500 employees.
About 64% are Qatari companies
(as also can be seen in figure 1). In
addition, the service industry is the
most heavily represented, with 76%
of the sampled companies work in
the service industry.
This reflects the nature of the Qatari
economy, particularly to the fact that
the service sector is the country’s
second-largest economic sector and
most important non-oil sector.
Approximately, 30% of the sampled
companies are publicly held, and the
remaining are privately held 26%,
joint venture 16%, and others 16%.
As indicated in Table 1, ten sectors
were included and were involved as
part of the sampled companies. This
is important in order to be able to
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generalize results to all sectors that
operate in Qatar.

Findings

After checking the validity and
reliability of constructs used in this
study, means and standard deviation
of all variables were calculated, as
can be seen in Table 2.
As we can see in the table, CSR
related activities are highly important
for Qatari companies with means
higher than 4 out of 5 for most
activities.

The most important is CSR activities
related to customers (Mean = 4.56,
SD = .569) and the government
(Mean = 4.55, SD = .656).
This means that companies that
operate in Qatar play a leading role in
sustainability initiatives. Moreover, the
strategic integration of CSR indicated
a high level of importance (Mean =
4.12, SD = .798). This suggests that
companies dedicate high level of
importance to integrate their CSR
initiatives at the strategic level.
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In the early 2000s, Qatar witnessed the most
rapid growth in the world

Analysis and Findings

In order to examine the strategic
integration of CSR in Qatari
companies, respondents were asked
whether their companies have formal
mission statement, formal corporate
strategy, and a formal CSR strategy.
The findings are shown in figures 2,
3, and 4 that appear below.
In particular, 86% said that their
companies follow a formal mission
statement, 4% of them said their
companies do not follow a mission
statement, and 8% are not aware.
Moreover, when they are asked
whether their companies have formal
corporate strategy, the responses
were as follows: 88% answered yes,
2% answered no, while 6% answered
with ‘Not aware’. Finally, when
respondents are asked whether their
companies
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follow a formal CSR strategy, the
responses were as follows: 72%
said ‘Yes’, 16% said ‘No’, and 10%
said they are ‘Not aware’. The
findings reveal that the strategic
planning in the sampled companies
is implemented to a high level,
and companies are placing more
emphasis on developing a formal
CSR strategy that supports its overall
corporate strategy.
Correlation analysis has been run for
measuring the relationships between
the variables under study. The
results showed a positive significant
relationship between a set of CSR
related activities and organizational
performance, particularly between
CSR and activities related to
Customers (r =.403**), followed by
natural environment (r = .399**)
Future generations, (r = .348*) and
employees (r=.325*).

Moreover, significant correlations
appear between all CSR activities
and CSR strategic integration with
activities related to NGO’s being the
strongest (r=.588**) followed by the
Natural Environment (r=.535**), future
generation (r=.527**) and Customers
(r=.520**).
Furthermore, a relatively strong
positive relationship can be observed
between CSR strategic integration
and organizational performance
(r=.588**).
This adds more evidence on how
Qatari companies are promoting the
strategic integration of CSR initiatives
in order to add value to the company
and to enhance their organizational
performance.
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sustainability as
meeting the needs
of the current
generation without
compromising the
ability of future
generations to meet
their needs

Furthermore, regression analysis was
performed. The results showed that
the strategic integration of CSR is
significantly and positively associated
to organizational performance (t =
4.922, p = .000). However, except for
CSR-customer
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(t = 2.369, p = .024), the relationship
between the other categories of CSR
and organizational performance,
although positive, are not significant,
as shown in the below Table 4.These
results adds to previous findings that
the strategic integration of CSR

initiatives adds value to companies,
as it intends to improve the company
value, which can be measured
through different performance
indicators such as the company
profitability, revenue, and market
share price.
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Discussion and Recommendations
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
has become as an essential and
integral element of any organization.
The current study reports results of a
survey designed to better understand
the level of adoption and importance
of different CSR activities in
companies that operate in Qatar, and
the extent to which CSR initiatives are
strategically integrated.

platforms is evident. However,
activities related to customers
seemed to be the most important
to companies across all sectors
and have the strongest relationship
and association with organizational
performance.

One important goal of this study is
to examine whether the strategic
integration of CSR activities adds
value to companies by improving its
organizational performance.

This reflects how companies in Qatar
are mostly concerned about their
brand image and reputation through
delivering a variety of CSR activities
to their customers in an attempt to
increase sales and brand loyalty, thus
ultimately boosting their revenues
and brand equity.

The findings of the study revealed
that CSR activities in general are
important for companies operating in
Qatar whether Qatari or multinational.
A clear integration of these activities
in company’s visions and missions
thus being strategically important
is also evident. These companies
enhance the overall CSR environment
in order to support the national vision
for Qatar, and this greater perception
of the role of CSR in growing
sustainable social and economic

The relationship and association
between organizational performance
and CSR strategic integration is also
very significant in this study. It seems
that top management are aware of
the importance of integrating CSR
in their strategic plans and how it
can very much affect organizational
performance measures.

Future studies are very much
recommended related to the impact
of CSR practices on brand equity and
other important marketing indicators.

However, companies should work
on identifying parameters or ways
to associate CSR activities (other
than ones related to customers)
to organizational performance.
Furthermore, the main limitation for
this study was related to the sample
size. Although the response rate
related to similar studies is usually
not very high, the authors found some
difficulty in collecting the data due to
the fact that CSR activities are usually
related to senior decision makers or
top managers inside organizations
whom are not easy to reach.
Finally, it can be concluded that the
development of an effective CSR
strategy benefits organizations,
customers, citizens and employees
alike.
Through setting high corporate values
and ethical standards in areas like
health, safety, environmental impact
and sustainability, organizations
can enhance their reputation with
customers, suppliers and employees.

Through setting high corporate values and ethical standards
in areas like health, safety, environmental impact and

sustainability, organizations can enhance their reputation
with customers, suppliers and employees.
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Responsible Leadership

Sharq Law Firm CSR initiative - Qatarization
(Al Wakeel programme)

Internship Program Distinguished Partner

Our partnership with
QRC to devote to the
principle of CSR

Mr. Rashid Al Saad, Senior Partner

Rooted in Qatari tradition, Sharq Law
Firm is a leading and prestigious
full service Qatari law firm that
represents some of the biggest
Qatari companies, ministries and
government institutions as well as
high net worth individuals in Qatar
as well as multinational organisations
with interests in the Qatari market.
Sharq Law Firm brings together a
group of seasoned professionals who
share a passion for law and a knack
for quality and customer service,
offering clients legal services at the
highest standard.

A marriage between local knowledge
on the one hand and quality service
at a global standard on the other
hand. is hardly found. Sharq Law
Firm represents a perfect marriage
of tradition and modern, local and
global, youth and experience and
efficiency and quality.
Sharq Law Firm is the first private
law firm in Qatar to introduce a
Qatarization programme (Al Wakeel)
and its aim is to benefit the Qatari
community and stakeholders in the
legal industry, with an emphasis on
the Ministry of Justice and the Qatar
government.

The objectives of the Al Wakeel
programme is to invite Qatari
law graduates to apply for the
Qatarization programme. When
seeking employment, Qatari
graduates prioritize their career
development, followed by the
experience they would gain. They
also prefer working for Qatari
companies in the private sector.
Sharq Law Firm present these young
graduates a platform where they can
learn and obtain practical experience
in legal representation, becoming
skilled lawyers, able to stand their
ground in International market.

www.sharqlawfirm.com
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Sharq Law Firm CSR Initiative –
Probono Services to Qatar Red
Crescent
In a continuous bid to give back to its
society, Sharq Law Firm entered into
a Memorandum of Understanding
with Qatar Red Crescen to provide
probono legal assistance in all
areas of law at no cost to Qatar Red
Crescent.
Qatar Red Crescent was selected for
this probono initiative, in recognition
of their great contribution to society
by rendering assistance to the poor
and needy throughout the GCC and
MENA.

Sharq Law Firm has committed
time and resources into assisting
Qatar Red Crescent in all their legal
challenges, rendering top quality
legal services. Collectively, the Firm
has spent over 100 hours rendering
probono services to Qatar Red
Crescent.

Sharq Law Firm CSR Initiative –
Qatar University College of Law
Externship Programme
Sharq Law Firm is also a proud
participant in Qatar University
College of Law Externship
programme. As an alumni of Qatar
University himself, our Senior Partner,

Mr. Rashid Al Saad is giving back
to his community by allowing young
Qatari students engage as interns
in our law firm, where they are
exposed to the practical nature of
the legal profession, thus enhancing
their learning and broadening their
understanding when they go back to
school.
The interns are given hands-on
practical training in all areas of law,
under the guidance of Partners as
well as senior colleagues. They are
also given the privilege of meeting
clients and understanding the nature
of business and client relationship.

Our partnership with QRC to
devote to the principle of CSR
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Social responsibility at Aspire Zone Foundation (AZF)

Aspire Zone
Foundation faith
in its societal role
was the motivation
behind many of its
creative programs and
activities.
Partnerships for the society

Mr. Mohd Al-Suwaidi, CEO
Aspire Zone Foundation is
responsible for the Sports City,
the leading sports facility in Qatar
and the entire region. During its
relatively short life, it managed,
thanks to the concerted efforts of its
members: Aspire Academy, Aspetar
hospital and Aspire Logistics, to
go far away in achieving its vision
to be a reference to superiority
in international sports by 2020,
and achieved great success in
realizing its mission to improve
the performance of sports and the
promotion of a healthy lifestyle among
all members of the Society. Its faith
in the foundation’s role in the society
was always elevating many of the
innovative programs and activities
for all ages and abilities designed to
encourage the general public to keep
up sports and physical activity, as
part of their daily routine.

CSR ... an Original Commitment
The idea of an integrated sports
city in general, and the promotion
of sports culture for society
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development, in order to build a
healthy and sound generation,
and the adoption of sports talents
academically and technically
for building heroes of the future,
and provide research and sports
medicine services for local and
international community, are all
continuously emphasizing the
authentic role of the institution
in the service of society, and an
embodiment of the CSR concept
itself.

National Sports Day

The Aspire Zone Foundation is one of
the most important entities in Qatar,
which contributed to the success
of the idea of the Sports Day. The
idea was new, not only to the Qatari
society, but also in the whole region,
when the wise leadership foresaw
the importance of sport in promoting
communities and devoted a day to
celebrate sports in 2011. Aspire Zone
area is transformed during that day
to the largest sports playground as it

is open to everyone. The Sixth edition
in 2017 was evidence to the success
of the enterprise in fulfilling this task
where more than 8 thousand guests
took part in many activities designed
for all ages and groups and different
levels of fitness.

Development of Generations
and building champions

ASPIRE academy is considered a
unique and distinctive monument
in the world, it is rare that similar
academies combine sports and
education. Since its establishment
in 2004, ASPIRE has worked to build
promising Sports generations, armed
with the weapon of science, opening
for them multiple horizons in practical
life. Graduates are not confined to
be professionals in the game itself,
but they can enroll in other areas,
whether related to sports, such as
training, facilities and sporting events
management, and sports medicine,
or related to other professional fields
such as engineering, medicine,
aviation and others.

Based on the work values of AZF and
its belief that teamwork yield more
effective results in the community,
AZF since its establishment aimed
to sign partnerships with various
bodies, institutions and private sector
companies to implement projects and
programs for community service in
various fields.
In 2017, AZF hosted and coorganized more than 97 events with
more than 55 public organizations
and institutions, including the Health
Supreme Council, Qatar Olympic
Committee, “Raf” charity Foundation,
Qatar charity Foundation, Katara,
Qatar armed forces, the Ministry
of Interior, HMC and Qatar Rugby
Federation.
Innovation and diversity

towards a healthy lifestyle
Step Into Health

“Your health is your move” is a
vital initiative initiated by AZF since
2012, under the supervision and
management of the healthy lifestyles
program in Aspetar Hospital. The
program promotes the concept of
total change in the society lifestyle
to become healthier and more active
without creating a burden on the

individuals. For more information on
this innovative program, you can visit:
www.stepintohealth.qa

Qatar’s active schools

As a quintessence of its role in
achieving the Qatar National Vision
2030, concerning building a healthy
generation, AZF contributes through
“Qatar’s active Schools” initiative
implemented by the Healthy Lifestyles
Program of Aspetar Hospital with the
Supreme Education Council to help
school children be more active to
tackle the high percentage of obesity
among children in Qatar.
EIM is committed to increasing the
physical activity of children in Qatar
by 20%, and the target is to integrate
Qatar Active Schools program into
75% of Qatar schools by 2020.

Active Ramadan culture

Aspire Zone Foundation organized
Ramadan Sports Festival 2016,
a 15-day festival featuring 13
Competitions, 90 teams and 1000
participants from men and women
and children younger than 18 years
of age.
This year’s festival included a wide
range of competitions for men,

women, children and members of
the community with special needs.
Competitions included cricket
competitions, football, basketball,
beach football, volleyball and much
more.
And among the most distinctive
cultural and social activity in Qatar
during the month of Ramadan
was “Freej Aspire” which attracted
more than 25 thousand visitors in
a traditional setting that reflected
the Qatari heritage and traditions
in an active, funny and entertaining
atmosphere. Furthermore, this
year “Freij Aspire” reached out to
productive families and offered
them exceptional opportunities to
participate and sell their products at
this unique event.
Furthermore, Aspire was a strategic
partner with Raf Foundation in
organizing leading and large-scale
social awareness events in Qatar
which included hosting the inspiring
event “Al-Mulhim”, and the “Assalamu
Alayka Ayyohan Nabi” - or “Peace
be upon you, O Prophet” exhibition
which was held in Qatar for the first
time and was attended by more than
3,700 visitors.
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Sports, a way to change the
world and develop communities
The interest of the political leadership
of this country in sports did not
come from a nothing, but rather a
vision and knowledgeable insight
into the importance and the role
of sport in changing the lifestyles
of communities, development of
peoples, and the rapprochement
between cultures.
Following this vision, AZF operates
through diverse activities, regional
partnerships and international
strategy, to use sports as a platform
to change the lives of individuals and
peoples.

Football Dreams – Aspire
Academy

“ASPIRE Football Dreams” program is
a unique global humanitarian initiative
aimed at discovering emerging
talents and developing them using
the latest training methods.
The program was launched in 2007
in seven African countries that have
a long tradition of football, and in
2008, the program expanded to
include three continents, Asia, Africa
and Latin America, in cooperation
with national associations in those
countries. So far, the program
witnessed the evaluation of more than
4 million players, the participation of
6,000 volunteers and 150 thousand
appearances in more than 800

football sites, and offered tens of
scholarships every year.

Community events and open
facilities for all

AZF Organized in 2015 more than
21 community activities. Different
members of society participated,
mostly focused on children
and families, such as running
competitions in the garden and
around the Aspire Zone, rowing in the
lake, swimming, basketball, climbing
the tower, painting and arts, bicycles
and other activities provided by AZF
to let the children and families have
fun and joy while exercising.
Aspire Zone Foundation has also
launched “sport is fun with Aspire”
program for school students in
cooperation with independent
schools and teachers in the State of
Qatar. The program is designed to
encourage movement and exercise
through collective and competitive
games in an interactive and fun
environment. The organization aims
to engage its employees and thus
organized “Family Day”, the funfilled program for employees and
their families. Another great initiative
launched by Aspire is ‘Be Fit with
Aspire’, which offers ladies the
opportunity to exercise and enjoy
various sports activities and fitness
classes all while kids enjoy a fun
movie at Aspire Cinema.

Sustainability… the right of
future generations

In line with Qatar National Vision
2030 and AZF Mission, AZF has
sustainability as an integral part
of its strategy and every day work
culture which is evident in several
sustainability projects, including:
Aspire Jogging track is made from
used rubber wheels. Ramadan
Fan Zone Structures are made of
recycled materials. Construction
Waste disposal Contract is in place to
effectively reduce its effects.
Last but not least, Aspire Zone
relies on renewable power sources
to reduce power consumption and
thus has implemented a complete
solar power system to light the new
multipurpose fields.

Community outreach is a great
responsibility

AZF is in communication with the
members of society, and is always
responding to their requirements,
paying attention to their opinions, and
opening permanent communication
channels with them. These
communication actions are an
integral part of AZF CSR planning,
especially in the year 2015, which
can be labeled as the year of social
networking in AZF where many
communication channels as well as a
smart phone application.

Qatar gives priority to involve community in
the national development process

www.QatarCSR.org
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Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) at ASTAD

To a knowledge-based
economy

Eng. Ali bin Nasser Al-Khalifa, CEO

At ASTAD, we are committed to
supporting the development of
communities in which we work,
strengthening and contributing
to the economic & environmental
improvement of societies. We achieve
this through good governance,
rigid compliance with the laws and
regulations, and open and effective
communication.
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Meeting the highest international
standards in all of our projects is
central to our business.
Our portfolio of projects includes
some of the most iconic buildings
in Qatar, spanning the fields of
government, health, culture, sports,
education, transport and research.
We combine the expertise of our
exceptionally talented teams to

Building a sustainable future
ASTAD fully understands the
importance of global sustainable
development initiatives, and we
have long understood the need
to carry out our operations in
a sustainable manner. We are
committed to reducing the carbon
footprint associated with large-scale
projects and strive to incorporate
environmentally-friendly products
from sustainable sources. We utilize
these products through practices
that minimize our environmental
impact, while ensuring the highest
international standards.

green building certifications.

We are a team of environmentallyconscious professionals who
create efficient, high-performance,
climate-responsive buildings that are
recognized internationally through

We collaborate with our clients
from the pre-design stage, in order
to understand their sustainability
aspirations and project requirements,
translating our client’s sustainability

We aim to set a benchmark in
sustainability and environmental
performance that will inspire the
current and future generations.
We adopt a realistic approach to
the impact that our services has on
the world around us, maintaining
energy-efficient designs that comply
with LEED and GSAS certifications.
We utilize renewable alternatives to
traditional materials, supporting the
reduction of the negative impact of
natural resource consumption.

vision into project goals that can be
realized and implemented.
We have succeeded in reducing the
environmental and carbon footprint
in many of our projects, optimizing
energy performance, reducing water
and material requirements and using
landfills for diverted recyclable waste.
We take pride in enabling Qatar
Foundation’s Health and Wellness
Stadium, the first 2022 FIFA World
Cup venue to have a Carbon
Management Plan. The stadium will
set a benchmark in Sustainability for
the region, encouraging the young
generation to aspire to a sustainable
and healthy community in the future.
We currently manage over 50
projects that target LEED and GSAS
certifications.

ensure that each of our projects
exemplifies innovation and
excellence, and meets the highest
criteria.
Our projects play a significant part
in contributing to the development
of Qatar, as it transitions from a
carbon-based to a knowledge-based
economy.
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Laying the Foundations for Achieving
The Qatar National Vision 2030
The projects we manage play a significant role
in developing the buildings and infrastructure
required to achieve the Qatar National Vision
2030. Together, we utilize our combined wealth
of knowledge to ensure that our Clients projects
exemplify innovation and excellence.

Education
Tarek Ibn Ziad

In collaboration with the Supreme
Education Council, we have
volunteered our expertise to design
the building and facilities of the
Tarek Ibn Ziad School. The aim is to
establish a school that will become
a model for 21st Century schools
in Doha with a focus on the Qatar
National Vision 2030, providing an
outstanding educational experience
for students in addition to an early
exposure to sports that form the basis
of Qatar’s sporting culture.

Kukuma School

Under the patronage of Her Highness
Sheikha Moza Bint Nasser, we signed
a Memorandum of Understanding
with the Education Above All
Foundation in November 2014, for a
pilot project in the Kakuma refugee
camp in Kenya.
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To ensure a brighter future for
thousands of youth in Kakuma, we
volunteered our expertise to design
a school prototype to offer the
youth of Kakuma a host of improved
educational amenities. The physical
environment of the facility plays an
important role in the empowerment of
education.

Site Visits

We actively encourage education and
the educational programs available
at Education City. We contribute to
the communities in which we work
by providing organized visits to our
projects for students, providing them
with first-hand experience within the
construction industry.

Workers welfare

We work proactively to monitor and
improve the standard of living and

quality of life for all workers in Qatar.
We address issues that the
increasing migrant worker population
in the country faces, utilizing a holistic
approach through which we strive to
enhance the workers’ welfare. Qatar
Foundations’ Migrant Worker Welfare
Standards are strictly implemented
across all our current and upcoming
projects. In our endeavors to
select ethical business partners,
all contractors and sub-contractors
awarded by ASTAD must follow the
Initiative’s requirements throughout all
of their projects.
We actively participate in initiatives
that address significant societal
issues, and work to strengthen the
communities in which we work,
contributing to the improvement of
societies.

Proposal Janurary 2017
astad.qa
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CSR at Sasol

Our projects are
sustainable, long-term
activities designed to
benefit the community
and Qatar’s economy.

Phinda Vilakazi, President of GTL Ventures at Sasol

Since its establishment in Qatar
in 2007, Sasol, the international
integrated chemicals and energy
company, has been focused on
realising its capital investment and
managing the relationship with its
joint venture ORYX GTL, and JV
partner Qatar Petroleum, as well as
contributing to the society.
As a company with a legacy of
community involvement, investment
and empowerment in South Africa,
Sasol brings this commitment to
Qatar.
In the year 2016, Sasol continued
to showcase its commitment and
support to the Qatari society, through
its award-winning CSR initiatives
Definitely Able and Qatar e-Nature.
Under Definitely Able, Sasol
introduced a new initiative called
Accessible Qatar.
The following is an overview of
Sasol’s main community activities in
Qatar in 2016.
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“Best Initiative on CSR in the
Energy Sector in Qatar” Award
for Qatar e-Nature
Building on its continuous success,
Sasol won “Best Initiative on CSR in
the Energy Sector in Qatar” for its
ongoing Qatar e-Nature initiative.

This marks the fourth accolade for
Qatar e-Nature, a first-of-its-kind
smartphone application seeking to
instill a love for Qatar’s natural beauty
among the country’s residents and
providing information about Qatar’s
nature free of charge for all users.

CSR Leadership Award

Sasol received the prestigious CSR
Leader Award on the occasion of the
launch of the National CSR Report.
Sasol was among a select group
of companies and NGOs active
in the field of social responsibility
that were awarded this accolade.
The award ceremony was held
under the patronage of H.E. Sheikh
Abdullah bin Nasser Al Thani, the
Prime Minister and Interior Minister of

Qatar. Con Blignaut, Senior Business
Manager Qatar, received the award
on the company’s behalf from Dr.
Hassan Rashid Al Derham, President
of Qatar University.

“Accessible Qatar” to Benefit
Disabled Community

Sasol launched the Accessible
Qatar initiative under the patronage
of His Excellency Mr. Mohammed
bin Abdullah Al-Rumaihi, Minister
of Municipality and Environment,
at Katara Hall in the presence of
high-profile officials, dignitaries,
media personnel and people with
disabilities. Responding to the need
for reliable and vetted information
about the accessibility of popular
venues across the nation, Accessible
Qatar will bring new mobility and
further inclusion for the disabled
community in Qatar. The Accessible
Qatar smartphone application and
website are (www.AccessibleQatar.
com) available in Arabic and English
with accessibility features free of
charge for all users.

Definitely
DefinitelyAble
Able

Definitely
DefinitelyAble
Able

/thedefinitelyable
/thedefinitelyable

@DefinitelyAble
@DefinitelyAble

�للــمكفوفــ
�للــمكفوفــ
والثقــافـي
والثقــافـي
اﻹجـتمــاعي
اﻹجـتمــاعي
قـطــرقـطــر
مـركــزمـركــز
Qatar
Qatar
Social
Social
& Cultural
& Cultural
Center
Center
For Blind
For Blind

�للــمكفوفــ
�للــمكفوفــ
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والثقــافـي
اﻹجـتمــاعي
اﻹجـتمــاعي
قـطــرقـطــر
مـركــزمـركــز
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The Health Park Board Games

Marking World Diabetes Day, Sasol
and Qatar Diabetes Association
(QDA), a member of Qatar
Foundation for Education, Science
and Community Development (QF),
launched a new educational tool, “the
Health Park with Salem and Sarah”,
developed to support children and
families living with type 1 diabetes
in Qatar and the region. The event
witnessed as well the launch of the
Official QDA Costume Mascots Salem
and Sarah.
This unique educational board
game with the characters Salem
and Sarah includes three different
games: Health Park with Salem and
Sarah, Slides and Ladders and
Match up game. These games test
the knowledge of the children with
diabetes and their families on the
food groups, on food that affects
blood sugar and on the do’s and
don’ts of healthy behavior of people
with type 1 diabetes. These games
were also designed to relieve children
from anxiety and fear thanks to the
friendly companions Salem and Sarah
that they learn from and play with.

Qatar e-Nature Schools Contest
2016
Evolving in its third year, the Qatar
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e-Nature Schools Contest, organised
by Sasol, Friends of the Environment
Centre (FEC) and the Ministry of
Education and Higher Education
spanned from February to May
2016. The contest introduced a
new element of a real-time quiz
contest in front of a live audience,
in which teams answered questions
in order to gain points and move
to the next stages. Nearly 200
students representing 60 private and
independent schools from across
Qatar participated.
The contest is based on the
information provided in the Qatar
e-Nature app and website, to
increase awareness about the
diversity of Qatar’s natural habitat.
The contest questions included
nature reserves of Qatar, birds,
insects, mammals, reptiles, and flora
categories. Moreover, the Qatar
e-Nature application and website
have been redesigned, making it
more user-friendly and exciting for
the participants use.

Sasol and the British Council
Join Forces to Support
Accessibility in Qatar

Continuing their ongoing
collaboration for inclusion, Sasol

supported the British Council’s
annual Diversity Week by presenting
an accessibility workshop for
students and staff. Moreover, the
British Council announced their
official support for the Accessible
Qatar initiative; its students will be
contributing to the application’s user
submitted reviews. Sasol’s
accessibility consultant, Jennifer
Stirling, conducted the workshop,
explaining the inspiration for the
project, application and website.

Al Fikra National Business
Competition

The fifth edition of Al-Fikra National
Business Competition, supported by
Sasol as the main sponsor, was held
under the patronage of the Minister
of Economy and Commerce, His
Excellency Sheikh Ahmed
bin Jassimal-Thani, who was in
attendance of the Awards Ceremony
on 13 December 2016 as well as
high-ranking officials of partnered
organisations and members of the
media community.
The competition was launched
in August 2016 and includes training
and planning workshops,
presentations of business plans and
thorough assessment by a jury on
criteria such as creativity, innovation,
scalability and feasibility.
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CSR intiatiaves need to be aligned with sustainable
development goals (SDGs)
Green Banking is one
of the core business
philosophies that
would support the
sustainability

Dr. Seetharaman, CEO

Global warming will lead to a rise
in the level of the oceans and seas,
causing a serious deterioration of the
climate over the next 1,000 years.
Burning of fossil fuels and the gases
produced – especially carbon dioxide
– were responsible for most of the
temperature increases recorded
during the second half of the last
century.
Sustaining economic and social
growth, moreover, is impossible
without a holistic environmental
vision that places environmental
preservation for Qatar’s future
generations at the forefront.
Doha Bank Group as part of its
corporate social responsibility will
demonstrate fair, open, efficient and
consistent business practices to
mitigate climate change and promote
sustainable development. Doha Bank
Group will encourage the use of ecofriendly technology in its products
and services.
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Doha Bank Group will promote
knowledge sharing sessions on
Climate Change and Sustainable
development regionally and globally.
Doha Bank Group intends to support
the reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions which widely contributes to
global climatic changes.
Doha Bank believes in Qatar National
Vision (QNV) 2030 which aims to
direct Qatar towards a balance
between developmental needs
and the protection of its natural
environment, whether land, sea or air.
The QNV 2030 includes an emphasis
on establishing an effective legal
framework and the environmental
institutions that can serve as the
guardians of Qatar’s environmental
heritage. The QNV 2030 also
emphasizes the importance of
increasing citizens’ awareness of
their role in protecting the country’s
environment for their children and the
nation’s future generations.

Doha Bank has participated in
Qatar University’s Career Forum and
reinforces its commitment towards
creating a strong national talent pool.
The State of Qatar supports the
efforts of the United Nations
Millennium goals, the ongoing
negotiations under the UNFCC. The
18th session of the Conference of the
Parties (COP 18) to the UNFCCC was
held in Doha, Qatar.
The conference had come out with
the “Doha Climate Gateway” which
pushed forward the solutions to
climate change. The conference
has come out with “Doha Climate
Gateway” which pushed forward the
solutions to climate change. Doha
Bank also participated in COP18
which was held in Doha, Qatar.

Doha Bank advocates and practices
Green Banking, which is one of the
core business philosophies that
would support the sustainability into
the future.
Doha Bank is also active in
supporting the youth of the nation
from a human development
perspective and conducts numerous
programmes to help develop
indigenous talent.
Doha Bank also supports social
integration across various areas of
society and actively participates
in key economic events, keynote
sessions, and other major local and
global programmes. Doha Bank’s
Eco school program is part of its
Green Banking Mission.
Doha Bank has embraced

sustainable business practices to
satisfy its customers and promote
solid environmental stewardship. In
doing so the Bank has embarked
on a greener path in business and
their personal lives. Financial sector
could participate in sustainable
development by taking initiatives
to “Manage Climate Change and
Mitigate Global Warming”. Doha
Bank has worked on “ECO-Schools
Programme” which works with
educational institutions to build
awareness of key environmental
issues and create action plans
that are school-specific to help
mitigate the overall impact on the
environment. Doha Bank will look
forward to align its CSR activities
with Sustainable development Goals
(SDGs).

Doha Bank also believes in
Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) which into force from
beginning of 2016 after adoption
of the same at the United Nations
Sustainable Development Summit in
September 2015.
The SDGs have been built on
the success of the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) and
aim to go further to end all forms
of poverty. The new goals call for
action by all countries, poor, rich and
middle-income to promote prosperity
while protecting the planet.
They recognise that ending poverty
must go hand-in-hand with strategies
that build economic growth and
addresses a range of social needs
including education, health, social
protection, and job opportunities,
while tackling climate change and
environmental protection.
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CSR at Al Meera Consumer Goods Company

CSR is a cornerstone
of our ongoing
campaigns and
initiatives across the
country’s various
regions
Al Meera Initiatives for Health
Sheikh Thani bin Thamer Al-Thani, Chairman

At Al Meera Consumer Goods
Company, one of our core missions is
to contribute to the progress of Qatar
and the welfare of its people.
Whether supporting charitable
organizations, or sponsoring health,
sports, cultural and green initiatives,
Al Meera has gone to great lengths in
order to help in developing the local
community and enrich the quality of
its residents’ consumer experiences.
By doing so, not only have we
succeeded at creating an impact
that continues to propagate through
neighborhoods across Qatar, we
have essentially marked our footprint
in the country’s CSR arena and
successfully set an example of
good corporate citizenship for other
organizations to follow.
With both critical and popular acclaim
earned by our CSR program and
community development initiatives,
Al Meera has even bigger and better
plans for its Social Responsibility
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agenda in the next year, and is well
poised, more than ever before, to
play an instrumental role in achieving
our leadership’s vision for the
community.

Al Meera commitment to CSR

Throughout the last decade, Al
Meera has upheld an unwavering
commitment to social and cultural
values. With the aid of an outflow
of events and initiatives that yield
a sustainable positive impact on
individuals, the environment and
society as a whole, the Company
continues to play a leading role in
strengthening the country’s economic
and social fabric, while honoring its
commitment to the realization of QNV
2030 and its four pillars.
One of Al Meera’s core beliefs is
that the community should always
be the main target and grantee of its
distinguished efforts, making CSR a
cornerstone of its ongoing campaigns
and initiatives across the country’s

various regions.
Over the years, the Company has
developed a number of remarkable
activities that have become an
integral part of its annual commitment
to the various segments in society.
In 2016, Al Meera has spared
no effort to live up to its rolemodel status in the realm of good
corporate citizenship, with a
lineup of humanitarian, social and
environmental initiatives that were
successfully met with great acclaim
and engagement from all segments
of society.

Al Meera Expansion Plan

During the year, Al Meera’s expansion
strategy extended to the Sultanate of
Oman, where the Company operates
a network of 5 modern retail stores,
in line with Al Meera’s mission to
provide consumers of the Sultanate
with a great shopping experience that
provides true value for money.

The Company also maintains a real
keenness on spreading the culture
of sports among society’s various
segments, which led Al Meera to
celebrate Qatar’s fifth National Sports
Day with its staff and the participants
in the “We Ride for Doha 2016”
cycling parade at The Pearl-Qatar,
inspiring the community to lead
happy and healthy lives.
Al Meera emerged as the official
partner of the Doha Artistic
Gymnastics World Cup 2016,
organized by Qatar Gymnastics
Federation, where the Company
provided the athletes with beverages
and snacks to keep them energized
during the event. Another partnership
announced in 2016 was with the
Diamond League Athletics Meeting,
a major annual event contributing to
Qatar cementing their position as the
sporting hub for the Gulf region.
Al Meera also provided support to the
Qatar Organ Donation Center (HIBA),
run by Hamad Medical Corporation
(HMC), as it launched a six-week
organ donation campaign, which
witnessed the installation of platforms

and booths in shopping malls and
other vital locations, in order to
spread the culture of organ donation
among the public.
Perpetuating the notion of donation
was also made symbolic during
the Darb Al Saii’s National Day
celebrations, when the sales made
from Al Meera’s Darb Al Saii branch
on the 18th of December, 2016 were
donated in support of the Syrian
people, in solidarity with the stance of
the nation.
The Company has supported many
of the initiatives launched by Qatar
Cancer Society, the country›s leading
humanitarian organization, which
aims to increase public awareness
of cancer, its causes and ways to
prevent it. The symbolic act came in
the context of the implementing the
social responsibility strategy adopted
by Al Meera, and highlighted its
commitment to its responsibilities
towards the community.
The “Standing Together against
Diabetes” campaign, which was held
during the Holy Month of Ramadan
in previous years, in a number of Al
Meera branches, in collaboration

with the Ministry of Public Health,
successfully left a positive impact on
shoppers and the public. Through the
campaign, the definition of diabetes
was introduced, as well as how to
prevent it, with reference to the best
practices to control sugar levels in
patients and the healthy foods to
consume as well as the ones to stay
away from.
In the same context, Al Meera was
keen to organize a successful blood
donation campaign in collaboration
with the Blood Donation Unit at
Hamad Medical Corporation, which
seeks to extend a helping hand to
those in need of safe blood.
These initiatives were part of the
Company’s CSR program, which
highlighted Al Meera’s focus on
health and spreading a culture of
equity among community members.
Continuing to put family health
first, four of Al Meera’s branches
also hosted “Your Health First”
campaign’s latest initiative «Your
Healthy Choice». The initiative was
designed to empower shoppers to
choose healthy and nutritious foods
and prepare meals with a balanced
nutritional value.
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Al Meera Gives Back

To celebrate the honorable values of
the Holy Month, Al Meera launched
its 1437 H Ramadan special
campaign, held under the slogan
“your confidence inspires us to give,
in the month of giving”, by offering
1437 consumer goods at cost price,
with the aim of giving back to the
community in which it operates.
On the occasion of celebrating its
eleventh year in business during
December 2016, Al Meera held a
grand raffle draw for 11 winners to
walk away with QR 11,111 each, in
addition to 590 more prizes for Al
Meera shoppers. The clear steps
taken by Al Meera throughout the

eleven years since its founding
has reflected, through its efforts
and achievements, the Company’s
keenness on the interests of its
customers and shareholders.
In the interest of supporting local
entrepreneurs and SMEs, Al
Meera Consumer Goods Company
and Qatar Development Bank
(QDB) signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) to
strengthen cooperation through the
exchange of industrial information,
personnel and other, by providing
entrepreneurs with an established
platform for marketing their products
and facilitating the integration of
incubated SMEs into its value chain.

Moreover, Al Meera’s choice as the
golden sponsor of the “Watani Qatar”
book, which was directed by the
United Media Center. “Watani Qatar”
book embodied Qatar›s exemplary
renaissance and the status of its
welfare and development, thanks to
the effort and the unlimited support
of the wise leadership of the Emir His
Highness Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad
Al Thani and the Father Emir His
Highness Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa
Al Thani.

Qatar provides a public strategy for forcasting
the inventory of goods and products to
guarantee self relience in cooperation with the
private sector

The Company’s fruitful community
development efforts and initiatives
culminated in winning the 2016 Qatar
Social Responsibility Award for the
Large Enterprises category.

www.qatarcsr.org
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Es’hailSat… A new dimension in CSR

“Es’hailSat” one
of the major CSR
initiatives in the
modern era

Mr. Ali Ahmed Al Kuwari, CEO

Qatar Satellite Company “Es’hailSat”
is one of the most significant CSR
initiatives in the modern era, as
it represents the most prominent
national event, which harmonize with
the vision of His Highness Sheikh
Tamim Bin Hamad Al Thani, the Emir
of Qatar, who directed to keep up
with the satellite revolution and to be
an information hub and a bridge of
communication between cultures,
civilizations and peoples of both
the East and the West depending
on promising national workforce
prepared to achieve a major
breakthrough in the modern media
world.

communications, satellites, and the
ability to achieve their aspirations to
serve the community in these areas.

Qatarization

Qatar National Vision 2030

The CSR of “Es’hailSat” is reflected
in the many and varied aspects and
initiatives that have been launched
to serve human development, which
is one of the company’s strategies
in supporting the graduation of
the Qatari Nationals having the
competence to work in the field of
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In the same context, the company
has delegated four Qatari engineers
to Space Systems company in
California - USA to track the stages
of the Qatari satellite manufacturing
“Es’hail 1” for 26 months. “Es’hailSat”
also have been sponsoring
several Qatari students to study
Communication Engineering in UK,
and expediting a number of Qatari
engineers to Mitsubishi - Japan for
training and observing the several
manufacturing phases of the project
“Es’hail 2”.
“Es’hailSat” represents a new
dimension in the economic
diversification of Qatar, contributing
to the success of the Qatar National
Vision 2030 and being a partner
committed to a better future for
all. “Es’hailSat” aims to serve the
strategic objectives of the local

partners in Qatar, and strive to reach
the international standards and
enjoy high credibility as operator of
satellites and a center of excellence.
Through its social responsibility, the
company supports the entry of the
State of Qatar strongly in the field of
cable TV series variety of channels
which are based on the deployment
and build targeted media and
compatible with the teachings of our
religion.

Qatar Schools Program

“Es’hailSat” is contributing in
educational projects that support
the development of the knowledge
economy based on communication,
and to help achieve a better future for
all. Though its educational programs,
the company aims to raise public
awareness in the field of space and
satellite communications as well as
to promote and push forward the
development of space technology in
Qatar.

“Es’hailSat” Ambassadors program
takes to a series of schools in Qatar,
the first Qatari satellite Es’hail 1
story. A team of company Qatari
national engineers visited a number
of schools in Qatar, including “Imam
Al Shafei Independent School for
Boys” and “Ahmad ibn Hanbal
School” to provide lectures and
awareness sessions in the field of
satellite and the latest technologies
adopted in this area, in addition to
the services provided to customers
by the company. “Es’hailSat” is
also receiving large numbers of
schoolchildren in the company’s
headquarters for the same purpose.
“Es’hailSat” has sponsored as well
“Al Saneh” (the Maker) competition,
a scientific competition held at the
Qatari schools. The competition
aims to refine the creative talents of
secondary students, and foster a

culture of manufacture and innovation
in the society in general to contribute
to building a knowledge based
economy.

Awareness industry …
strategies and objectives...

Qatar Satellite Company “Es’hailSat”
presented Diamond sponsorship to
the Forum of visual media over two
consecutive years under the theme
“Awareness Industry: strategies and
tools.”
This sponsorship emphasizes the
company’s interest to devote its
social responsibility towards growth
in the media sector in the Middle
East through the promotion of the
Arab television content development,
which comes within the leadership
of the State of Qatar in the media
sector, and a continuation of the
wise media success achieved by the
Qatari television channels.

Partnership with Qatar Tennis
Federation

To encourage a lifestyle
characterized by vigor, vitality
and good health, and as part of
its CSR strategy, Qatar Satellite
Company “Es’hailSat” is proud of
the partnership with the national
sports institutions, especially the
sponsorship contract with Qatar
Tennis Federation concerning Qatar
Exxon Mobil Championship.
This sponsorship represents the
large role that the company plays in
supporting national sports activities in
general, and Qatar Tennis Federation
events, in particular. The aim of
this partnership to serve the Qatari
sports in all its manifestations and
activities to uphold the national flag
and boost the image of Qatar on the
international sports map.
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CSR at Qatar General Insurance and Reinsurance
Company
القيادة المسؤولة

المسؤولية االجتماعية لدى الشركة القطرية العامة للتأمين وإعادة التأمين
We Support the social
development activities
of the State of Qatar

ندعم األنشطة االجتماعية التي تعمل دولة قطر على
تنميتها

CSR represents one of the major
priorities of Qatar General Insurance
and Reinsurance Company. The
company is keen to support the
social development activities of the
State of Qatar, such as in sports and
arts. It also contributes each year
in raising awareness towards local
والتطوير المهني المستمر
إدارة المواهب
issues by participating
in national
and
events.
 وبرامجcharity
 فريق العملsupport
االستثمار يف تدريب
 عنBesides
رمن ال نتوقف
playing a strong and positive role
رائدةthe
رية الsurrounding
كما إن مكانتنا التجاareas
. ادلهنيةof
ادلؤىالت
in
its اخلرجيني و
operations;
with various
 وتقدمي، متعددةcooperating
لتدشني خطوط منتجات
ىي نتيجة
individuals and groups to help
.
مستمر
بشكل
عملياتنا
يز
ز
وتع
،مبتكرة
منتجات
improve the communities.
Since its establishment in 1979, the
company continued its leadership
by
السالمة المهنية
introducing exceptional insurance
الصحة والعافيةfor
مستوى
اىتمامها على حتسني
الشركةand
تصب
solutions
individuals,
families
businesses,
its expertise
 وىي تشجع. فيهاthrough
اجملتمعات اليت تعمل
موظفيها ويفinبني
conventional and Islamic products
وتعمل على
،اللياقة البدنية
 يف أنشطةis
ادلشاركة
ادلوظفني على
and
services.
QGIRCO
proud
to be
one
most
powerful
companies
 خاللof
 منthe
اجملتمعات
ودعم
بالقضايا الرئيسية
زيادة الوعي
providing insurance services and
.اخلرييةitالتربعات
the most reliable in the region,
has
got an excellent credit rating over 10
years.

 ادلشاركة سنوياً يف دورة كرة القدم لشركات:وتشمل مبادراتنا

This success was the result of a
 الرياضي للدولةfocused
يف دعم اليومstrategy
ادلشاركة بسخاء
customer
that و،التأمني
understands
the needs
of theوأسبوع ادلرور
 وىو،فعاليات مركز الفنار
 ودعم،اخلليجي
customer and offers him proper and
الوظيفية
الفرص
و
التعليم
فرص
يوفر
 خريي رofمركز
distinct solutions ensuringائدpeace
mind
in theبالتربع
rapid,
transparent
ببعض أنظمة
 نقومfair
حيثand
،احملرومني
لألشخاص
settlement of insurance claims.

.وأجهزة تقنية ادلعلومات ونوفر الدعم الفين
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Our moral values are the basis of our
operations. They guide our decisions,
the way we work, and the places
where we operate. This undoubtedly
add confidence to our employees as
they work in a company that values
honesty and collective efforts.

Honesty and integrity

We apply these ethical rules on
everything we do, including our
dealings with customers, business
partners and employees.

Teamwork

We believe that success comes from
teamwork. Therefore, we encourage
our employees to collaborate with
their colleagues and business
partners.

Appreciating efforts

Sheikh Nasser bin Ali bin Saud Al Thani, Chairman

The company believes in its ability,
through universal insurance products
for businesses and individuals, to
protect individuals and companies
from financial
losses
that
may
مجلس اإلدارة
 رئيس،ثاني
سعود آل
علي بنoccur
الشيخ ناصر بن
when the risks become a reality.

Culture and values

Talent management and
continuous occupational
development

We always invest in staff training
and programs for graduates and
professional qualifications. Our
leading business position is a result
Customers can access to our
lines,
التأمينية الشاملة
 من خالل،هتا
 تؤمن الشركة بقدرof launching
ية العامة للتأمنيmultiple
 الشركة القطرproduct
االجتماعية لدى
دتثل ادلسؤولية
products
andمنتجاهتا
our support
through
providing
innovative
products,
and
the
distribution
اخلسائر
والشركات منchannels,
على محاية األفرادstrategic
، للشركات واألفرادthe على
كة
الشر
وحترص
.
لويات
و
األ
أبرز
إحدى
التأمني
وإعادة
continuous enhancing of our
partners, branches, headquarters,
.اقعةwell
حقيقةً و
تصبح ادلخاطر
 ادلالية اليت قد تقع عندماoperations.
،دعم األنشطة االجتماعية اليت تعمل دولة قطر على تنميتها
and
reputed
agents.

We achieve our goals through
hard work, meeting our customers’
expectations, and wise investment
in the market. Thus, we reward
individuals and teams that are keen
to work on achieving these goals.

Equal Opportunities

We treat all individuals and all entities

to the principle of equality and
justice, regardless of their origins.

Compliance

We are always careful to respect all
laws, rules and local and international
regulations, including copyright and
intellectual property rights. We urge
our employees and business partners
to adhere to these standards. The
company is keen to raise awareness
of road users to preserve their lives
and this cooperation is in line with
our vision that is compatible with
the national traffic safety strategy of
the State of Qatar to enhance public
safety on the road in the country.
The company aims to raise public
awareness among all road users to
the concept of traffic safety, reflecting
the company›s positive commitment
towards the Qatari society, as the
company is keen to work to raise
awareness of key issues of interest
to the Qatari society on the local
level by supporting and participating
in national events and awareness
conferences.
The company strives for finding
solutions for the problem of traffic

safety, which represents a major
challenge for all countries of the
world including Qatar, as part of its
commitment to support the future of
the State of Qatar.

Raise awareness about
engineering insurance

Qatar General Insurance and
Reinsurance Company organized
the forty-ninth Congress of the World
Association of engineering Insurance,
under the patronage of HE Sheikh
Abdullah bin Saud Al Thani, Qatar
Central Bank Governor.
The conference aimed to raise
awareness about the importance
of insurance in the projects, and
comes at a time when the insurance
has become one of the leading
sectors that contribute to the national
economy and support the important
projects as part of the National Vision
2030.
The conference represents a
clear evidence of the role of Qatar
General Insurance and Reinsurance
Company in supporting the economic
development of Qatar.

تساعد يف كل عام يف
 كما.وذلك مثل الرياضة والفنون
Occupational
Safety
Theالفعاليات
company
focused
ادلسامهة يف
من خاللits
احملليةattention
زيادة الوعي بالقضايا
on improving the level of health and
قوي وإجيايب
لعب دورitsجانب
 إىل.األعمال اخلريية
wellness
among
employees
andالوطنية و
individuals and businesses.
in the
surrounding
communities
 فهي تتعاون مع خمتلف األفراد،يف األماكن اليت تعمل فيها
Its success comes from paying
where it operates. It encourages
.اجملتمعات
واجملموعات لتحسني
الوظيفي
التأهيل
the maximum effort to provide
employees to participate
in fitness
exceptional
products
and
services
activities,
and
is
working
to
raise
 عاماً من كسب ثقة53 دتكنت الشركة على مدى أكثر من
to their customers. The company
awareness of key issues and
ريادهتا بتقدميcommunities
 واصلت الشركة،9191
ومنذ تأسيسها عام
علىaادلستمر
 ذماحها منunderwriting
 ويأيت. األفراد والشركاتsupporting
has
teamاحلرص
of qualified
through
managers
and directors
claims
These
 وذلكdonations.
،العائالت والشركات
لألفراد وinitiatives
حلول تأمني استثنائية
وخدمات استثنائية
لتوفري منتجاتof جهد
أقصىto  بذلcharity
help alleviate the adverse selection
include: participating in the insurance
اخلدمات التقليدية
ادلنتجات و
من خالل خربهتا يف
اكتتاب
مدراء
مؤىل من
كة فريقfor
 الشرclients
 ولدى. لعمالئهاcompanies’
risk,
and
secure
benefit
football
tournament
over
time.
The
internal
team
of
annually,
supporting
generously
 وىي تفخر بأن تكون إحدى شركات تقدمي.واإلسالمية
التأمني ومدراء ادلطالبات للمساعدة يف ختفيف خماطر
specialists in claims has the required
the national sports day and the
خدمات التأمني األكثر قوًة مادياً واألكثر موثوقيةً يف
يق
ر
الف
ويتمتع
.
الوقت
مبرور
العمالء
وإفادة
،السليب
االختيار
experience and skills to assess
GCC Traffic
week, supporting the
and
claims
quickly.
Our simple
على مدىofدمتاز
تصنيف ائتماين
حصلت على
 وقد،ادلنطقة
Al-Fanar
Center,
a charity
ادلهارةpay
باخلربة و
ادلطالبات
ادلتخصصني يف
 الداخلي منactivities
procedures help customers to fill
leading
center
providing
educational
 وقد جاء ذماحها نتيجة السرتاتيجية تركز على. سنوات91
 كما تساعد عملياتنا.ادلطلوبة لتقييم ودفع ادلطالبات بسرعة
claims easily. Our strong and durable opportunities and job opportunities
 العميل وتقدم لو حلولpeople,
تتفهم احتياجات
فهيwe
،العمالء
financial
a result
variety
 مركزنا ادلايلcenter
 إن.بسهولةisادلطالبات
تقدميof يفaالعمالء
 البسيطةfor disadvantaged
where
of business operations across the
donated
IT
systems
and
provided
 كما تضمن راحة البال يف تسوية،تأمني مناسبة ومتميزة
الذي يتسم بالقوة وادلتانة ىو نتيجة لعمليات جتارية متنوعة
Middle East and North Africa.
technical support.
.ادلطالبات التأمينية السريعة والنزيهة والشفافة
.يف خمتلف أرماء منطقة الشرق األوسط ومشال أفريقيا
منتجاتنا ودعمنا من خالل
ويستطيع العمالء الوصول إىل
Occupational
rehabilitation
ئيسي
ر
ال
ادلقر
و
الفروع
و
اتيجية
رت
اكات االس
التوزيع والش
قنوات
QGIRCO has managed
for رmore
than
35 years to win the confidence of
.والوسطاء ادلعروفني
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CSR at RAMACO

16 Years of
commitment to the
best standards of
Quality, Preserving
Safety and
Environment

Mr. Fahad Al-Jaidah, Chairman

For more than a decade, Ramaco
Trading & Contracting is operating
as a “Grade A” Construction
Company in the State of Qatar.
Ramaco is specialized in providing
turn-key solutions in construction
industry, featuring Design,
Engineering, Construction & Property
Management.
Client satisfaction has always been
the ethos of Ramaco. This is achieved
by applying the highest level of social
responsibility such as excellent
service, finish quality, compliance
with Health, Safety & Environment
best practices and site rules,
professional team, and excellent
relationship with its Clients.
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Ramaco always committed towards
ensuring the Occupational Health
& Safety of our employees and all
others that may be affected by its
business activities.

for Exceptional Clients and this in line
with Qatar National Vision 2030. In
that regard, Ramaco is committed to
deliver high-end Quality for landmark
and distinguished Projects.

We brand our business as
environmentally responsible. It
shows how committed we are to
reducing Environmental impacts and
meeting stakeholder expectations
of sustainability and continual
improvement.

Ramaco’s Mission

Ramaco’s Vision

Ramaco’s Vision is to maintain
its growth as one of the leading
contracting companies in the State of
Qatar that delivers Unique Projects

Ramaco is dedicated to provide
value added General Contracting
Services to its Clients via successful
partnership with them throughout
the whole construction process,
and constant technological and
professional improvement of its team.
Ramaco strives to provide a stable
and comfortable work environment in
addition to a long-term career path to
all of its employees.
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RAMACO’s Social
Responsibility Principles

RAMACO believes that core values
of social responsibility are essential
keys to the achievement of its
mission:
Commitment: The Company is
committed to a set of policies for
all departments and staff. Out of
commitment we build trust, respect
that later result in ONE COMPANY,
ONE GOAL and ONE FAMILY.
The Company is committed to
prevent injury and occupational
health’s illnesses of all personnel
working under the control.
As well as Prevent pollution, reduce
natural resources’ depletion and
reduce waste generation.

Integrity: Ramaco believes that
integrity, reliability and accountability
are necessary values shall be
adopted and accordingly those
values are clearly reflected in
the human resource policies.
Ramaco top management prioritize
the interests of their clients and
employees since the former is our
future wealth and the latter is our
intellectual asset.
Team Work: Ramaco reputation is
owed to the dedication and vision of
the top management and ensured by
a team of highly qualified engineers,
architects, and other specialists
strewn over the company’s
departments, they working as one
team, one family, not just as work
colleagues.

Implementing those values has
earned us the trust of our many
valued clients. But we are by no
means satisfied. As a company we
have set our sights on a future of
further growth and development in
line with Qatar National Vision 2030.

Certificates

Ramaco has established an
integrated management system
based on the requirements of the
three standards: ISO 9001:2008, ISO
14001:2004 and OHSAS 18001:2007.
Ramaco is already certified for
Contractors Classification Certificate
(Grade A), and certified for Global
Sustainability Assessment System
(GSAS Design & Build Certification).

واﻟﻀﻴﺎﻓﺔاﻟﻤﺴﺘﺪاﻣﺔ
اﻟﺴﻴﺎﺣﺔواﻟﻀﻴﺎﻓﺔ
اﻟﺴﻴﺎﺣﺔ
اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺪاﻣﺔ
Sustainable Tourisim and Hospitality
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CSR at Manateq

Diversification of the
national economy is
the essence of our
CSR

Eng. Fahad Rashid Al Kaabi, CEO

CSR is driven by the Economic
zones company “Manateq” being
the catalyst for change, a national
initiative working to diversify Qatar’s
economy through the provision
of world-class infrastructures
within strategically located special
economic zones, so as to facilitate
the Industrial and services sectors’
growth to contribute to the economic
development which is one of the four
pillars of QNV 2030.

National Entrepreneurship

Qatar University honored
“Manateq” with the CSR leader
award in recognition of its efforts
and pivotal role in supporting
the entrepreneurship, and for its
commitment to the highest standards
in health, safety and environment.
The company also received an award
for supporting the industrial sector
in Qatar by the Gulf Organization for
Industrial Consulting.
“Manteq” was also honored an award
for sponsoring the ninth conference
of the Gulf of quality under the theme:
“Quality and leadership commitment”.

Sponsoring the Qatari students
club in Liverpool
“Manateq” sponsored the Qatari
students’ club in Liverpool in order
to support the promotion of social

relations to cooperate together
through cultural, sports and social
programs organized by the students.

Aleppo Aid

“Manateq” organized a donations
campaign to support the Syrian
people in the city of Aleppo as part of
its National and Islamic values.
Supporting the health sector
Through its participation in Qatar
International Medical Equipment
exhibition and conference (QMED),
“Manateq,” supported the private
sector in Qatar, to help enhance
its competitiveness in the field of
healthcare, and in light of the strong
governmental approach towards
the expansion in developing other
hospitals and various medical
projects.

ISO 9001: 2008

“Manateq” received the ISO 9001:
2008 certificate as a new evidence
of the company’s determination to
develop unique projects and facilities
with the highest international quality
standards.

Supporting entrepreneurs

In its constant support for the
entrepreneurs and small and
medium enterprises in Qatar,
“Manateq” participated in the
Global Entrepreneurship Week,

an international event that is being
held annually at the same time in
many countries of the world for
the development and upgrade of
companies to increase their ability
to grow and compete. “Manateq”
also participated in the “Third Forum
of entrepreneurs role in economic
development”, which was hosted by
Qatar University.

Sports Day

As part of its CSR activities,
“Manateq” company organized
many activities to celebrate the
Sports day with the participation
of the company’s employees and
their families. Many visitors also
participated effectively in the
company’s activities that was held in
“Katara”.

Supporting the National
Industry

“Manateq” Supported “Made in
Qatar” exhibition, which was held
in Saudi Arabia to raise awareness
about the special economic zones’
projects in Qatar due to its main role
in attracting small and medium-sized
companies along with other local and
international investments from various
sectors to diversify sources of income
and investment in Qatar.

YOUR
YOURZONE
ZONEFOR
FORSUCCESS
SUCCESS
AAworld-class
world-classenvironment
environmentfor
foryour
yourbusiness
businessto
tothrive
thrive
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Manateq
Manateqprovides
providesthe
themost
mostefficient,
efficient,cost-effective
cost-effectiveand
andsustainable
sustainableSpecial
Special
Economic
EconomicZones,
Zones,Industrial
IndustrialZones,
Zones,Logistic
Logisticand
andWarehousing
WarehousingParks,
Parks,offering
offering
benefits
benefitssuch
suchasaslong-term
long-termrent,
rent,primary
primaryinfrastructure
infrastructureand
andprime
primelocations.
locations.
Expand
Expandyour
yourbusiness
businessgrowth.
growth.
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Ooredoo – A company that cares

We are guided by a
vision of using our
services to enrich
people’s lives and
stimulate human
growth

Mr. Waleed Al-Sayed, CEO

As a community-focused company,
we are guided by a vision of using
our services to enrich people’s lives
and stimulate human growth.
We believe in the power of mobile
technology as an enabler, to bring
about social and economic progress.
In Qatar, our CSR work focuses on a
few key areas:

Sport and Health

At Ooredoo, we want to encourage a
healthy lifestyle for all of Qatar.
Our Sport initiatives include the
Ooredoo Marathon, an annual event
that brings hundreds of people out
onto the streets of Qatar to run, as
well as yearly activities for Qatar
National Sports Day.
Most recently, we became the
National Sponsor of the Qatar
Olympic Committee (QOC) and
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helped support the committees work
at the Rio 2016 Olympics. As part
of the agreement we’ll also continue
to support a number of upcoming
international sporting events with
QOC.
In 2014, we signed a QR 30 million
partnership with the Qatar Cancer
Society to support cancer prevention
in Doha through a dedicated facility
called “The Ooredoo Cancer
Awareness Centre.”
We also continue to support the
Fahad Bin Jassim Kidney Centre
at the Hamad Medical Corporation
(HMC), which provides dialysis
facilities for 400 patients every week
who suffer from kidney disease.

Qatari Heritage

Ooredoo is a major supporter
of Qatari culture, traditions and
education.

Technology
Technology doesn’t
doesn’t change
change
the
the world.
world. People
People do.
do.
We
Webelieve
believeininpeople.
people.We
Webelieve
believethat
thatthey
they
can
canachieve
achievewhatever
whateverthey
theyset
settheir
theirminds
mindsto.
to.
And
Andby
byempowering
empoweringour
ourcommunities
communitieswith
with
life-enhancing
life-enhancingmobile
mobileservices,
services,we
wewant
wanteach
each
one
oneof
ofour
our130
130million
millioncustomers
customersacross
acrossthe
the
Middle
MiddleEast,
East,North
NorthAfrica
Africaand
andSoutheast
SoutheastAsia
Asia
totoreach
reachtheir
theirfull
fullpotential.
potential.

This includes a wide range of
community and educational projects.
Our pride in our nation is on display
every year on Qatar National Day,
when Ooredoo organises events
and initiatives for employees and the
community.
Current cultural work includes our
support for the Hejen Racing Festival,
which promotes traditional camel
racing and values such as honour
and good sportsmanship.

Communities of Qatar

Ooredoo is there for everyone, and
we work with organisations including
the Sheikh Eid Bin Mohammad
Al Thani Charitable Association,
Sheikh Thani Bin Abdullah Al Thani
Foundation for Humanitarian Services
(RAF), and Qatar Red Crescent
Society to help those in need.
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QAPCO - Continuity of our Pioneering in CSR
Our CSR strategy
represents our
continuing efforts
to integrate
sustainability and
social responsibility
into our management,
from our daily
operation to our end
products
Dr. Mohamed Yousef Al Mulla, Managing Director and CEO

Qatar Petrochemical Company
“QAPCO” efficiently continues its
pioneering journey in corporate social
responsibility based on its strong
belief in the importance of providing
support to the social responsibility
initiatives that are in line with Qatar
national vision 2030 and which help
develop the young generations of
Qatar through supporting them and
enhancing their skills as well as
equipping them with the proper tools
and skills necessary to achieve their
targets.
On that ground, QAPCO has devised
several programs for intense social
participation and engagement as
part of its strategy of corporate social
responsibility which focuses on the
Company continuous compliance
with supporting the social and
cultural developments in Qatar.
«QAPCO» focuses its activities of
social responsibility on supporting

the initiatives whose objectives are
consistent with the objectives of
Qatar National Vision 2030 which
focuses on the young generations
specifically.

QAPCO and Education

QAPCO believe that industry and
academia collaboration should go
hand-in-hand and we look forward
to strengthening our partnerships
with local educational institutions.
Liaising with universities and
research institutions, corporate
social responsibility and internship
procedures govern our support to the
education sector. So that our existing
strong partnerships with Qatari
educational institutes are maintained
and developed.
To support this further,
Memorandums of Understanding
(MOU) are still in place with: Qatar
University, Texas A&M at Qatar,

Community College Qatar, College of
the North Atlantic, Qatar Independent
Technical School, Omar Ibn Al
Khattab School.
The successful initiatives that
were implemented in 2016 can
be summarized by the following
examples: The QAPCO NEXT
GENERATION PROGRAM, STEM
Roadshow (with TAMUQ), QAPCO
Sponsors CNA-Q Skills Competition,
QAPCO Sponsors Road Safety
Campaign at Qatar University,
QAPCO Sponsors TAMUQ’s
and Qatar University’s Annual
Materials Science and Engineering
Symposium, Sponsorship of Women
in Leadership Workshop at CNA-Q,
QAPCO Sponsors the Graduation
Ceremony of the 16th batch of
students from Omar Bin Al-Khattab
Educational Complex for Boys,
QAPCO Ambassador Program.
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CSR at CB: Committed to Qatari society

Commercial Bank
considers CSR as
an integral part of its
operations

Mr. Joseph Abraham, CEO

Commercial Bank considers
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
as an integral part of its operations,
which is in line with Bank’s vision to
be the best bank in Qatar and the
Qatari bank of choice, as well as
the National Vision 2030. The Bank
implemented a comprehensive range
of CSR programmes for Qatari society
in 2016, both launching new initiatives
and continuing existing one.
Commercial Bank was recognised by
the Qatar CSR Network in the fourth
edition of the National CSR report
“Leaders’ Vision” published by Qatar
University, for its active role in serving
the community during the period
2013-2015.
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The Bank also continues to sponsor
the Qatar Masters Golf tournament,
one of Qatar’s leading international
sporting and social activities that the
Bank has successfully supported
since 1998.
Every year the Bank’s celebrates
Garangao by distributing gifts to
children at Hamad Hospital, Al Wakra
Hospital and Best Buddies (under the
umbrella of the Shafallah Centre). The
Bank sponsored Qatar Red Crescent
Society’s Ramadan Iftar programme
in Al Wakrah and Al Khor, and
distributed Iftar meals to labourers in
the industrial area over three days.
The Bank organised and shared an
Iftar in honour of the residents of the
Elderly Care Center (IHSAN).

The Bank organised a one-day
blood donation drive in cooperation
with Hamad Medical Corporation,
and held a workshop for female
employees in partnership with
the Breast and Bowel Screening
Programme of the Primary Health
Care Corporation.
Commercial Bank celebrated
Qatar National Day by arranging a
wide range of traditional activities
honouring Qatar’s rich cultural
heritage, including a special
traditional tent at Commercial Bank
Plaza. The Bank supported a number
of notable charities in 2016 including
the fundraising campaign at Darb El
Saai to support the Syrian people.
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CSR at QIIB

We support various
CSR activities and
education is our
priority

Mr. Abdulbasit Al-Shaibei, CEO

International Islamic Bank continues
its commitment to CSR. Its leading
initiatives reflect a pioneering
approach, especially in the field of
education and building of national
human resources.

Hosting students from different
schools
As part of its duty towards the
community, the bank is hosting
periodic visits for students from
different schools during which they
are familiarized with the various
aspects of Islamic banking services
and related issues.
During 2016, the Bank received
students from Qatar Academy,
Mohammed bin Abdul Wahab
Independent Secondary School,
and Hamza Bin Abdul Muttalib
Independent School.
CEO of the Islamic international
Bank was keen during these visits
to meet with students, accompanied
by senior bank officials. Interactive
dialogue sessions were conducted to
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enrich the students’ experience and
expand their practical and theoretical
knowledge.

to be employees and customers of
the bank in the future.

The visits also included a tour around
a number of QIIB sections, where
the students listened to a detailed
explanation from specialists on the
practical aspects of various types
of Islamic banking as customer
service, information systems,
accounts, checks and other services.
These visits help create a genuine
communication between educational
institutions and the business market.

QIIB participated in the sports day
activities effectively, which has
become a tradition focusing on the
importance of sports and inviting all
groups of society to engage in sports
activities.

Promote children’s creativity

International Islamic Bank signed
a partnership agreement with
“Kidsmondo Doha,” adding
recreational and educational
activities to boost creativity and
imagination to children and youth.
The partnership is part of the QIIB
CSR program, through which
“Kidsmondo Doha” provides to
children interactive experience on
banking. This unique experience will
enable them to achieve their dreams

Sports Day

Many QIIB staff and senior
management members participated
in the walk marathon on the Corniche
area in Doha. Participants gathered
since early morning in front of the
QIIB headquarters at Grand Hamad
street, and then moved as a group to
the start point of the marathon.
This national event comes following
the example of His Highness Sheikh
Tamim Bin Hamad Al Thani, the Emir
and inspired by his directives that
emphasize the importance of sports
in our lives. Sports is a very important
value contributing to community
development and promoting human
interaction and civilized values.
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Corporate Social Responsibility at Morgan Stanley
“Giving back is a
core value for Morgan
Stanley and we are both
delighted and honored
our environmental
sustainability and
social responsibility
initiatives have
been recognized by
QatarCSR”
Mr. Abdulla Al-Ansari, Qatar Manager, Morgan Stanley

Giving Back

Morgan Stanley is committed to
helping advance social responsibility
in Qatar through the strong
partnerships we have with our clients,
partners and the communities in
which we live and work.
As a leading global institution,
Morgan Stanley is in a unique position
to contribute to the communities in
which it operates by focusing our
intellect, financial acumen and global
reach to benefit the communities in
which we operate - since opening
our Qatar office in 2006, we have

continued Morgan Stanley’s strong
tradition of Giving Back.
Over the past year in Qatar, the Firm
has been driven by a particular focus
on helping those less fortunate. Our
employees, including Qatar Manager
Abdulla Al-Ansari, undertook various
charitable initiatives during Ramadan,
in addition to distributing food and
clothes to local laborers.

Institute for Sustainable
Investing

Globally, Morgan Stanley looks to
integrate social responsibility across
products, services and operations

and is dedicated to Sustainable
Investing. This means mobilizing
private capital to address the
challenges that affects the global
population and it is why Morgan
Stanley set up the Institute for
Sustainable Investing in 2013.
Morgan Stanley aims to harnesses
the power of the capital markets to
help strengthen communities, provide
economic opportunities and protect
the environment and the Institute
supports ongoing work to advance
Global market based solutions to
economic, social and environmental
challenges.

«Giving back is a core value for Morgan Stanley and we are both
delighted and honored our environmental sustainability and social
responsibility initiatives have been recognized by QatarCSR»
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CSR at GWC

Preservation of
cultural heritage is
a central element of
social development

Sheikh Abdullah Bin Fahad Al-Thani, Chairman

GWC understands that part of
achieving its purpose in supporting
the Qatar National Vision 2030 is
attending to the aims of its social
pillar, and has therefore participated
in a variety of initiatives to ensure
the development of a just and
caring society based on high moral
standards.
There is no better time to consider
one’s moral character than the
Holy Month of Ramadan, and GWC
helped those observing the ritual
fast by cooperating with The Youth
Company as the logistics partner
for their Ramadan Charity Initiative,
the 7assanat Olympics, for the third
year in a row. GWC, along with Youth
Company volunteers, participated
in the distribution and packing
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of thousands of Iftar boxes, the
collection and distribution of clothes,
and the packing and distribution
of Garangou toys and gift boxes.
The Iftar boxes were distributed on
the streets of Doha as well as at
emergency rooms, while the clothes
and toys were distributed at specific
charity events set up for this purpose.
The company also continued its
well-established tradition of giving
blood for the fourth year through
a cooperative event held with the
Hamad Medical Corporation (HMC).
Over 64 employees arrived at GWC’s
Street 15 facility in the Doha Industrial
Area, where the HMC’s specialized
blood donation vehicle collected over
52 units of blood.

Preservation of cultural heritage
is a central element of social
development, and GWC did its part
by sponsoring two events during the
Qatar National Day 2016. The first,
Henna Ahalha, showcased the two
main lifestyles of Qataris in the past,
the Bedouin and the “Hadar” (sea
people), with various hospitality and
handicraft tents at the Katara Cultural
Village. The company also provided
sponsorship for the Associated
Activities of the Qatar National
Day 2016 Celebrations held at the
Lekhwiya Sports Club, ensuring that
all residents of the great State of
Qatar could properly celebrate its
founding.
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CSR at Qatar Cool

Our community spirit
towards our customers
and the community

Mr. Yasser AlJaidah, CEO

Being a responsible and sustainable
Qatari organization is of the utmost
importance to us. We believe that
district cooling has a critical role to
play in the country’s development
and the National Vision 2030.
Qatar Cool commits to reducing
environmental risks, preserving
natural resources and improving
economic growth and opportunities.
Qatar Cool ensures that the growth
of operations is undertaken in a
sustainable and responsible manner.

Sewage Effluent (TSE) as make-up
water in our West Bay plants, thus
saving a vital natural resource.

blood donation drive on the Pearl
Qatar to raise as much blood as
possible for our community.

Community

Qatar Cool runs an annual three
month clothes donation drive on the
Pearl Qatar, in association with Qatar
Charity’s TAYF project. The clothes
donation sees the community come
together and give back to the society
through their contributions.

We produce collaterals and
marketing material that shed light
on the benefits of district cooling,
energy and water conservation
and sustainability not only for
customers, but also to society and
the government.

Qatar Cool takes the environmental
impact of district cooling very
seriously, district cooling plants
are operated more efficiently with
less harm to the environment by
eliminating such things as carbon
dioxide, possible gas leak and noise
pollution. District cooling offers major
environmental benefits and allows us
to economize on natural resources.

Qatar Cool participates annually in
Earth Day, World Water Day and the
GCC Conservation week along with
our partners and the community,
as an organization it is essential
for us to show our community
spirit, to our customers and the
community. During such events
we engage with our stakeholders
and display important information
on conservation, sustainability and
the environment. We also hold
environmental discussions and
projects with local schools stressing
on the importance of sustainability
and conservation this to enable
us to engage with our customers
while creating awareness about the
Environment through the youth of
Qatar.

Qatar Cool has put into action the
switch from potable water to Treated

Qatar Cool collaborates with Hamad
Medical Corporation for an annual

Qatar Cool’s CSR objectives reflect
the commitment of the organizations
responsibility towards society,. Qatar
Cool is positioned as an industry
driver, promoting and implementing
international, clean and green
policies.

Environment
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Partnerships

Qatar Cool and Tarsheed work
together on energy conservation and
efficiency through their partnership,
in line with the national campaign for
the conservation and efficient use of
water and electricity in Qatar.
In an effort to enhance the
conservational impact and
development of district cooling in
Qatar, Qatar Cool and the Qatar
Environment and Energy Research
Institute (QEERI) entered into a
partnership outlining our plans
to work together to expand on
environmental reserves and research
one of the key projects we will
embark on is to investigate the reuse
of Treated Sewage Effluent (TSE) for
critical applications by providing an
advanced treatment processes to
deliver a high quality of TSE.
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LNG Japan and RasGas Joint Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) Programme

We are proud of our CSR achievements

LNG Japan is an
active contributor to
the educational and
social development
programmes
envisaged by the
Qatar National Vision
2030
Mr. Norikazu Onishi, President and CEO

LNG Japan is an active contributor
to the educational and social
development programmes
(education, health and medical
research, environment and urban
development, sport, arts and culture,
etc.) envisaged by the Qatar National
Vision 2030.
Since 2007 LNG Japan has made
annual charitable contributions to
various organisations in Qatar as
part of RasGas Company Limited’
(RasGas) Sunduk Al Kheir Charity
Fund annual Charity Gala Dinner.
Over its nine editions, the Fund has
contributed to a number of worthy
causes, among which are Shafallah
Centre for Special Needs, Qatar
Society for the Rehabilitation of
Special Needs, Qatar Social and
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Cultural Centre for the Blind, Sheikh
Thani Bin Abdulla Foundation,
Hamad Medical Corporation (HMC),
Qatar Foundation for Elderly People
Care, Qatar National Cancer Society
and the Social Development Centre.
In order to further contribute to the
Qatar National Vision 2030, LNG
Japan, together with RasGas, has
made a five-year commitment to
financially support the construction
of the Training Center for Early
Childhood Teachers, Qatar
University’s new education facility.
The new building, which will cover
an area of more than 5,000 square
meters, is designed to meet
international environmental and
renewable energy standards (GSAS4 star rating).

The Center will provide training
for early childhood education
professionals as well as research
opportunities to further enhance
knowledge of early development,
education and quality care for young
children. It will also serve as parents’
hub by hosting workshops and
educational counseling.
The project underlines the close link
LNG Japan enjoys with its industrial
partners and the commitment to
support education in Qatar.
The new Training Center will help
professionals charged with the
important role of educating the
younger generation to further
develop their skills and make a
lasting contribution to the sustainable
development of the country.

www.lngjapan.com
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Social Responsibility of the Japanese Embassy

We strive to develop
education and
scientific research in
Qatar and to support
sports activities.

HE Seiichi Otsuka, Japanese Ambassador, Qatar

The Qatari – Japanese relations
have progressed over the past 50
years based on the mutual trust and
respect, as our bilateral ties have
been characterized by a harmonic
fusion of cooperation, support and
mutual benefit.
In addition to the summit diplomacy
between His Highness Sheikh
Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani and His
Excellency Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe, the cooperation ties between
our two countries have been steadily
expanding beyond the economic and
energy fields, as to encompass wider
aspects in culture, medical care,
agriculture, technology, research and
human resource development.
The Embassy of Japan pays special
attention to social responsibility in
Qatar at all levels out of our steadfast
belief of the importance of acting for
the benefit of the society at large.
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In this regard, The Embassy has
organized many activities such as
organizing workshops, lectures
and entertaining performances
that reflect the culture of Japan
and supported several training and
exchange programs sponsored by
the Japanese government and Qatarbased Japanese companies, to foster
qualified human resources who can
effectively contribute to the future of
Qatar.
The Embassy has also been
organizing annual book donations to
Qatari public institutions since 1987
such as Qatar National Library, Qatar
University, Qatar Olympic committee,
Museum of Islamic Art and some
independent schools.
As we recognize the importance
of reading in shaping minds,
the Embassy has been keen on
participating at the annual Doha
International Book Fair, exhibiting
latest editions of Japanese books

in addition to the cultural activities
such as Origami and Japanese
calligraphy.
In terms of education, the Embassy
continues to hold annual Japanese
speech contests for the 9th
consecutive year aiming to forge
new bridges of understanding
between the two communities as
well as to offer Qatari and expat
learners chances to present their
language skills in a competitive and
encouraging environment.

CSR activities are our credit in the

social, cultural and educational level.
H.E. Seiichi Otsuka, Japanese Ambassador, Qatar

The Embassy also offers scholarships
for Qatari undergraduate and
Research Students, fully covered by
the Japanese Ministry of Education,
to study at Japanese universities
which we promote in the various
College Fairs organized in Qatar.
The Embassy of Japan remains
committed to fulfilling its social
responsibility in Qatar and to promote
the bilateral relations between the two
countries at all levels.

www.qa.emb-japan.go.jp
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Social Responsibility of the Canadian Embassy

We cooperate and
partner with Qatari
society in various
educational fields

HE Adrian Norfolk, Canadian Ambassador, Qatar

The Embassy of Canada plays a
significant role in the field of social
responsibility and cooperates with
the Qatari society in many areas,
particularly in the education and
health sectors.
This successful role is part of the
bilateral relationship between
Canada and Qatar, which enjoys
a growing partnership based on
commercial, security and people-topeople cooperation between the two
countries.
Canada established its embassy in
Qatar in 2012 in order to facilitate
the growing activities between the
two countries, to provide consular
services to the growing Canadian
population (there are now more than
9000 Canadians living and working in
Qatar); and to perform an important
role in the further development of
bilateral relations between the two
countries.
The Embassy supports Qatar’s
National Vision 2030, the cornerstone

of prosperity in the country based on
four pillars: human and environmental
development as well as social and
economic. We welcome Qatar’s
efforts to devote considerable
amounts of financial and human
resources aimed at facilitating the
country’s transition to a knowledgebased economy. Qatar has been
able to attract the attention of the
world for its efforts in that regard,
and is developing a reputation as
an effective political and economic
regional player. We observe Qatar’s
efforts to promote cooperation in
issues of common interest such
as regional and global peace and
security, energy, environment,
education, health care, science and
technology, foreign investment, and
human rights.
The Embassy is proud of the
participation of leading Canadian
academic and health institutions,
such as the College of the North
Atlantic (CNA) and the University
of Calgary (UC) whose partnership

We are proud of the existence of leading Canadian
academic institutions in Qatar
with the Qatar Government in the
CAN-Qatar and UC-Qatar have
become centres of CanadianQatari excellence in the delivery of
vocational and professional training
and nurses education; while other
Canadian health sector such as
Toronto “Sick Kids” hospital and the
University Health Network (UHN)
have worked with Hamad and Sidra
hospitals.

H.E. Adrian Norfolk, Canadian Ambassador, Qatar

The Embassy participated in the
fifth annual forum for scholarship
students and student welfare
program, organized by the Office
of Scholarships and Partnerships
at Qatar University. The forum
comes within the framework of
the university’s commitment to
support excellent students by
providing various academic success
opportunities that encourage them
to complete their higher studies in
the most prestigious universities in
the world and the most distinguished
ones.

www.canadainternational.gc.ca
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The Social Responsibility of the Saudi Arabia Embassy

Our humanitarian and
community works at
its best

HE Abdullah bin Abdulaziz Al-Aifanm, the Ambassador

The Embassy of Saudi Arabia in the
State of Qatar on the performance
of the humanitarian community
and its duty to the fullest and in the
framework of social responsibility of
the embassy, which is reflected in
many of the posts in all the cultural
events and activities.

Halal Qatar Festival

The Embassy participated in “Halal
Qatar Festival” held by “Katara”
within its festivals and cultural
activities. The competitions, which
took place at the festival, were
between breeders and farmers
who displayed their products and
traditional crafts, in addition to other
cultural activities that took place
within these events.

“Al-Mulhim” (Inspired) Festival

The Embassy participated in the
exhibition “Peace be upon you,
O Prophet” organized for the first
time in Doha, within the activities
of Al-Mulhim” (Inspired) Festival,
which was attended by a number of
Sheikhs, ministers and ambassadors
at the State of Qatar.

Support for cultural events

The Embassy organized within its
cultural activities an event for the folk
arts group of the Ministry of Culture
and Information, Saudi Arabia in
Souq Waqif in Doha. The event was
attended by many cultural figures
in Qatar, in addition to employees
of the embassy and its offices, in
addition to the visitors of Souq Waqif.
Performances of the folk group varied
to represent most of the Kingdom’s
regions and was appreciated by all
those present.
The Embassy also participated in the
opening of the paintings gallery of
the Korean artist Lee Lee Nam, which
included a blending between world
music and popular Korean art.
The Embassy attended the book
signing ceremony of «I shall not live
aside of life» by Saudi promising
writer Atheer Abdullah Khudair. The
signing ceremony was attended
by a large number of journalists,
intellectuals and was hosted at
the Ministry of Culture and Sports
booth in the Doha International Book
Exhibition.

Support of scientific excellence
in Qatar

The Embassy participated in
honoring ceremony of the winners
of scientific excellence in the Doha,
which was under the patronage of
His Highness Sheikh Tamim Bin
Hamad Al Thani, the Emir of Qatar,
with the participation of ministers,
officials and dignitaries from the
educational sector; universities,
colleges, institutions and ministries,
as well as a number of ambassadors,
diplomats and businessmen.

Nayel Al Mulla gallery

Within the efforts made by the
embassy to promote cultural
exchange and cooperation with the
State of Qatar, the embassy opened
the Saudi artist Nayel Al Mullah
exhibition under the title (Oriental
contours), which was held within
the cultural events organized by
“Katara” in the presence of a number
of ambassadors and members of the
embassy, in addition to a number of
Fine artists

embassies.mofa.gov.sa/sites/Qatar
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The Social Responsibility of the Chinese Embassy

Cultural relations
between the two
countries witnessed
remarkable
development in recent
years

Cultural Year (Qatar-China 2016)

is a fruit of the close relationship between
the two countries
H.E. Li Chen, Ambassador of China, Qatar

HE Li Chen, Ambassador of China, Qatar

CSR is a major anchor for the
relations of friendship and
cooperation between China and
the State of Qatar, which has
witnessed rapid and comprehensive
development since the establishment
of diplomatic relations between
the two countries in 1988, where
continuous mutual high-level visits
between the two countries took
place, and cooperation in all political,
economic, trade, cultural and
educational fields expanded.
Our mutual CSR initiatives include
education, culture and arts sectors.
These initiatives were crowned with
the success of the cultural year
program: Qatar - China, 2016 which
revealed the tight relations between
the two countries.
On the educational level, the
Embassy collaborated with Qatar

University to host a Chinese
delegation of 14 students and
their supervisor from the Student
Association for International
Communication at the University of
Beijing, in line with the partnership
between the two universities, which
included the establishment of a
professorship chair for the State of
Qatar in the Middle East Studies at
the University of Beijing.
The Embassy continues consultations
to sign an executive agreement
between the two countries in
the educational field, including
encouraging Qatari and Chinese
universities and schools to work
together to strengthen the bonds
between them, and help them
conduct joint scientific research
and technological and regional
studies and application, in addition
to expanding the size of students

exchange between the two sides and
support the establishment of Chinese
language courses at universities and
national institutions.
The cultural relations between the
two countries witnessed a remarkable
development in recent years,
including holding Chinese Culture
Festival in Qatar Cultural Village
(Katara), as well as acrobatic ballet
performed by the Shanghai Acrobatic
Band at Doha.
The Embassy Organized the Art
of Chinese Silk Exhibition, which
showed the versatility to use Chinese
silk in the areas of arts and fashion
design over thousands of years,
where a number of treasures of
ancient and modern Chinese silk
artifacts where exhibited. Tis activity
was presented in collaboration with
the National Museum of Silk.

www.qa.chineseembassy.org
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CSR Innovation award

Annabi Int Gadha

(Annabi Int Gadha).. One of
Mohammed Al Muhanadi
initiatives which earned
large attention in the
community.
The Initiative is a
beacon for ethical
sports society
supporting its national
team with a solid
national spirit

Mohammed Al-Muhanadi, Founder of “Annabi Int Gadha”

QU CSR Committee efforts resulted
the launching and development of
several initiatives aimed for promoting
CSR culture in Qatar. Among these
initiatives is the Innovation Award
which is given to individuals whom
through their personal initiatives had
a positive impact in the Qatari society
and was well received by the public
opinion.
Mohammed Abdullah Al Mohanadi,
an ideal Qatari young man committed
to his society issues. He is the
founder of the (Annabi Int Gadha)
Initiative and CEO of Social Media
Solutions company. He is also the
owner of this creative initiative, which
began as a simple idea to evolve into
an exceptional campaign.
(Annabi Int Gadha) Initiative has a
vision for the future, It combines high
sports values and national ones to
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be a»beacon for a sports community,
well mannered, and encouraging its
team with a national spirit». It is the
first youth, sports, social and cultural
initiative that took from the sports a
gate to access the society, where
sports is not only the game, cheering
and tournaments, but a socially
effective tool having the meanings
of awareness, belonging, morality,
equality and cooperation between
sports sector and others.
Out of these high social values, this
idea emerged #Annabi_Int_Gadha,
at the social media by the hands of
a conscious group of young Qatari
men and women to bridge the gap
between what is hoped in the future
from the current Qatari society toward
a bright future for sports life in Qatar,
serving the objectives of Qatar
National Vision 2030.

The (Annabi Int Gadha) initiative you
focuses on delivering the message to
the community through the presence
in most of the sports events and
broadcast it through the social media
communications, aiming to promote
sports and make it a way of life and a
culture for the community.
The initiative enjoys wide follow-up
of senior figures and a large number
of journalists. It reflects the Qatari
youth combined efforts that proved
to be capable of making the dreams
come true. It is the first of its kind to
form a wide and proven reaction by
the Qatari Youth belonging to their
country and has better understanding
of their national responsibilities.
In addition to the youth, the initiative
interacts with a large number of
fathers, mothers, and children,
through all means of social media.

QatarCSR Report 2016
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Founder of Qatar e-Nature, Accessible Qatar, the
Health Park board games, and more

Finding new ways to
give back to Qatar

Jack Saba, General Manager of Public Affairs at Sasol

The Corporate Social Responsibly
(CSR) Committee at Qatar University
has spearheaded its efforts to launch
and develop initiatives that enhance
CSR in Qatar. One of these initiatives
is the innovation award, granted to
anyone whose contributions positively
impacted the Qatari society. Mr.
Jack Saba, General Manager of
Public Affairs at Sasol in Qatar, is
a leader in the fields of innovation
and entrepreneurship, embarking on
many initiatives that have left positive
effects on the local society, winning
local and global recognition, as well
as numerous prestigious awards.

Qatar e-Nature

Drawing on his experience running
CSR programs in Qatar, and inspired
by Sasol initiatives in its home country
of South Africa, Saba joined with the
Friends of the Environment Centre
(FEC) in 2013 to launch the Qatar
e-Nature application to promote
sustainable development and foster
environmental awareness.
In 2014, Saba launched a yearly
Qatar e-Nature Schools Contest,
supported by
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the Ministry of Education and Higher
Education, to help students explore
the diversity of Qatar’s natural habitat,
including marine life, birds, insects,
mammals, reptiles, flora, and natural
reserves in Qatar (enature.qa).

Accessible Qatar

After launching and managing
Sasol’s Definitely Able initiative since
2012, Saba was inspired to launch
a program that would take the next
step and change the way that Qatar’s
disabled population experienced
their environment.
The Accessible Qatar smartphone
application and website launched
in 2016, becoming an important
accessibility guide of physical
sites across Qatar. Using the app,
Qatar’s disabled community can find
locations that suit their needs, and
raise awareness to sites that still need
to make changes to their facilities to
welcome all population.
The initiative acquired partnership
with the Ministry of Municipality and
Environment, Qatar Tourism Authority,
Hamad Bin Khalifa University, the

Supreme Committee for Delivery &
Legacy, Mada, and the Shafallah
Centre, and collaborates with the
Qatar Social & Cultural Centre for
the Blind, the Qatari Centre of Social
Cultural for the Deaf, the Qatar
Society for Rehabilitation of Special
Needs, and the UNESCO Doha Office
(accessibleqatar.com).

‘The Health Park’ board game

Saba also spearheaded the launch
of The Health Park with Salem and
Sarah board games, an educational
tool developed by Sasol and the
Qatar Diabetes Association (QDA)
for children living with diabetes. With
expert design and content, the board
games help children, their families,
and friends to understand the
challenges associated with diabetes,
raising awareness for lifestyle
change, and supporting healthy
behavior.
The game is available to children with
diabetes free of charge through QDA.
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Qatar CSR… 10 years of society enrichment

Success generates
success, and
accomplishments
create greater
responsibility towards
enhancing these
accomplishments.

Environmental Resposibility

SOON

Haitham Hossam AlDein, Director of Strategy

10 years ago, CSR, in its
contemporary form, was a new
concept in the developing countries
because it was put in the UN
framework in 1999 and remained
swinging for a decade in terms of
being a priority on the corporate level
after its “Caesarean” birth in that
year.
The greater winner, until now, out of
the launch of the Global Compact
of the United Nations, (the main
reference to CSR concept) is its
previous Secretary-General Kofi
Annan, whose name is associated
with the concept at each definition of
the CSR origin.
In 2007, Qatar CSR network was
established as a specialized platform
of social responsibility. We believe
that interaction is progressing within
its surrounding environment “the state
of Qatar and all its organizations”
and that our network is becoming the
national network of CSR.
After less than 10 years, CSR
concept is not swinging in Qatar.

It elevated to be a priority for the
corporations that are keen to adopt,
support and develop this concept.
And Qatar University was the first
national institution to support the
network’s efforts.
The main winner, so far, of launching
Qatar CSR is the Qatari students.
They are associated with each of the
network’s achievements, because
they contribute in the making of those
achievements.
In 2016, the network is proud of
the accomplishments in terms of
spreading CSR concept on a larger
scale, starting with the sponsorship
of HE the Prime Minister, and support
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
as the distribution partner to the
embassies of Qatar around the world,
and our partnership with the Qatar
Media Corporation including Qatar
TV channels, Al Kass TV channels,
Qatar Radio and “Sawt Al Khaleej”,
and other leading media entities. In
addition to the confidence of various
governmental and non-governmental

organizations, the business and
academic sectors, and the leaders of
charity organizations.
Pride goes greater when we feel
the solidarity of confidence from our
partners and their appreciation of
the CSR report’s rich content and
its effective role in monitoring the
CSR achievements of the Qatari
organizations, supporting their
position nationally and internationally
through professional visions’
statements, in addition to their belief
that the report’s output is playing a
major role in the consolidation of CSR
concept within the Qatari culture and
to be part of the national legacy in the
long term.
Success generates success,
and accomplishments create
greater responsibility towards
enhancing these accomplishments.
Responsibility will be the title of
the coming decade. And steady
sustainable development to further
enrich the society is the objective of
Qatar CSR Network.

www.qatarcsr.org
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